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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
There are many levels of understanding in the solution 
of a problem on a computer, from the flow chart of an algo­
rithm down to the circuit theory or flip-flop level. It is 
inçortant that each level be understandable in terms of its 
underlying level. The idea of level has led to the develop­
ment of high level computer languages so that computer users 
could state problems in a language more natural to them rather 
than the computer's machine instructions. Problem oriented 
languages free the problem analyser from machine consider­
ations, so that he only has to consider the procedure for 
solving his problem, 
A compiler is a computer program which translates in­
structions in a computer language into basic machine instruc­
tions. The coo^iler accepts an input program in one language 
and outputs basic machine language ^ with the requiremnt that 
there must be one single common meaning. This requires the 
compiler writer to have a clear understanding of how each 
statement of the higher level language will be mapped into a 
set of basic machine instructions. 
As the applications of computers become more and more di« 
verse, programming language requirements are becoming contin­
ually more diverse. It is highly beneficial to the users and 
computer manufacturers if users are supplied with language 
facilities appropriate to their problem area. There are, in 
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fact, a number of problem areas, such as, scientific, data 
processing information retrieval, symbol manipulation, system 
programming, etc. Each problem area has its data structures, 
operations on these structures, and vocabularies for writing 
languages. Given that a wide set of language facilities are 
to be provided, the question is, how? 
Three different approaches to provide such facilities are 
discussed here. 
One approach is to provide a large variety of different 
programming languages, each with its own compiler and run time 
routines. This approach is losing favor because of its high 
cost and the difficulties encountered where applications over­
lap from one problem area to another. 
The second approach now in use is to provide a single 
language which has all the facilities which might reasonably 
be required for any problem. The idea is that the user will 
not bother with the parts in which he has no interest, PL/1 
(11) is perhaps the best example of this kind of approach. 
However, this approach has a number of drawbacks. First, be­
cause of the large size, the overhead associated with learning 
the language, oomroillng text, writing the compiler, mainte­
nance, and modification of the language is high. In regard to 
learning the language, it is hard for a user to know which 
facilities are useful to him without some knowledge of all the 
facilities in the language. Second, the limited scope would 
become more of a drawback as application areas become more 
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diverse, For example, PL/1 (11) does not have features 
appropriate for simulation and lacks pattern replacement 
facilities. 
The third approach which is gaining favor in compiler 
writing is the use of automatic construction in building com­
pilers, This approach consists of one or more programs that 
accepts a description of a language and produces a part or all 
of a compiler as its output. Automatic construction of parts 
of a compiler means less work, leaving time for other consid­
erations, such as code optimization. 
The main objective of this research is to develop a 
method of constructing a compiler so that language facilities 
may be added or changed easily. The automatic construction 
approach was chosen to meet this objective because of its 
relative ease in modifying a compiler. This approach requires 
a formal description of the programming language for which 
a compiler is to be generated. 
Languages and Recognizers 
The syntax of a language is a set of specifications which 
describe the sentences that are permissible in the language. 
The recognizer for a language is an algorithm for deciding 
if a string of source elements belongs to a language. The 
following is a set of specifications (commonly called pro­
ductions) for describing a simple language. 
SENTENCE = NO# FBEDIOATE 
PREDICATE = VERB NOUN 
NOUN =» 'john' 
NOUN « «mapy» 
VERB = 'loves' 
Figure 1. Exan^le of a slji^le grammar 
The five productions above are called a gransnar. The purpose 
of a grammar is to describe all sentences of a language with a 
reasonable number of rules. The language described by this 
grammar consists of the following four sentences: 
John loves mary 
John loves John 
mary loves John 
mary loves mary 
A language used to describe another language is called a meta­
language, The productions are described in a metalanguage. 
The terms SENTENCE, NOUN, PREDICATE, and VERB are called meta* 
symbols or nonterminal symbols and John, mary and loves are 
enclosed in apostrophes to show that they are terminal symbols. 
The grammar has a nonterminal starting syabel whleh la the 
symbol SENTENCE in the above gransaar. The sentences in the 
language are generated by replacing the nonterminals on the 
right hand side of the starting symbol production with their 
definitions. If there is more than one replacement possible, 
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a derivation is made for all possible replacements and the 
process is repeated until all the symbols on the right hand 
side are terminal symbols. This process will result in all 
possible sentences in the language. A description of a pro­
gramming language in a metalanguage called Backus Normal Form 
(BNF), can be found in the ALGOL 60 Report (1^). 
Given a grammar the sentences of the language can be 
generated by deriving them from the starting symbol. However, 
compilers have the opposite problem, that is, given a sentence 
X and a grammar construct the derivation of x. The process of 
constructing a derivation of x is called parsing, recognizing 
or analyzing the sentence. There are two different parsing 
strategies called top-down and bottom-up. 
The true top-down recognizer is goal-oriented and uses a 
trial and error process to match the sentence to be parsed. 
A left-to-right parse is described here. The main goal is 
the starting symbol, Subgoals are established by first 
looking at the right hand side of the production that starts 
I 
with the starting symbol. In the grammar of Figure 1 the 
first production SENTENCE = NOUN PREDICATE starts with the 
starting symbol, therefore, the first subgoal would be NOUN, 
If the subgoal is nonterminal, a new subgoal is established 
using the right hand side referred to by the present goal, 
For NOUN there are two productions, NOUN = 'john' and 
NOUN = 'mary'. The process is repeated until the subgoal is 
a terminal symbol. If the productions are taken in the order 
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they appear in the grammar, the nonterminal aubgoal la « john', 
Note that the subgoalB are established from the grammar and 
do not necessarily represent a part of the sentence to be 
analyzed. At this point an attempt is made to match the first 
previously unmatched symbol in the sentence. The sentence, 
mary loves John, is now chosen to be parsed. The subgoal 
•John' does not match the first symbol *mary* in the sentence. 
At this point it is necessary to back up as many levels as 
required to obtain an alternative production. New subgoals 
are established from the alternate production until a terminal 
symbol is reached. In the exai^le, we back up to NOUN and 
take the second alternate production NOUN = 'mary». This 
gives a new subgoal »mary' which matches the first symbol in 
the sentence. We now are able to report success for the sub-
goal NOUN in the production SENTENCE = NOUN PREDICATE so the 
next subgoal is PREDICATE, This process is repeated until 
the entire sentence is matched. The paper by Floyd ( 6 ) 
gives a more complete description of a top-down parse. 
A bottom-up recognizer has essentially no long range 
goals except that of the starting symbol. The string or 
sentence is searched for substrings which are right parts 
of productions. They are then replaced by the corresponding 
left side of the production giving a new string. This is 
repeated until the string is reduced to the starting symbol. 
The paper by Peldman and Gries ( 5 ) has a more complete de­
scription of a bottom»up parse. 
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Both types of recognizers will normally apply productions 
which will turn out to be incorrect. This will require a 
back up to a point where sn alternative may be tried. This 
requires modifying goals and restoring parts of strings. To 
reduce the number of possibly incorrect reductions some top-
down recognizers use a table with look-ahead to see whether 
the subgoal can start with the initial symbol of the present 
substring. 
Some bottom-up recognizers look at the context around a 
possible right hand part of a production to decide whether to 
make a reduction or not. 
Definitions and Terminolgy 
Terms that have been used informally are now described 
in the formal notations of grammars and languages. The word 
parse in the definitions and throughout this dissertation 
will refer to a bottom-up parse. 
Definition 1. 
An alphabet A is a finite nonempty set of symbols = A 
word over an alphabet A is a finite sequence (or string) of 
symbols of A. A word has length (possible zero) and is formed 
by concatenating symbols of A. The set of all words over an 
alphabet A is denoted by A*. 
Definition 2. 
A language L is some subset of A^. Each word of A"^ be­
longing to the language L is called a sentence. 
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Definition 3. 
A grammar G is a way of describing which subset of A 
belongs to the language L. 
There are different types of grammars but only one type 
is defined here. 
Definition I4.. 
A context free phrase-structure grammar G is represented 
by a quadruple 
1) V = an alphabet of symbols called nonterminal 
^ symbols distinct from alphabet A, 
2) V. = a set of symbols in alphabet A called terminal 
symbols. 
3) p = a finite set of productions. 
U, = a starting symbol called the distinguished 
symbol. 
A new alphabet V is defined as the union of and v^. 
The set of all strings over V, including the empty string, is 
denoted by Small Latin letters are used to denote strings 
in V^. The set of all strings over is denoted by V^. Each 
element of P is called a production and is in the following 
form -• dj with the following properties. 
(1) Each d^ is a nonempty string in V"^. 
(2) Each U. is in 
(3) There is exactly one Uj which occurs in no d^. 
(W Uj ^  
is called the left part and d^, the right part of a pro­
duction. 
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Definition 
Let P be a finite set of productions * *''^n* ^ 
directly produces h (denoted by f h) and conversely h 
directly reduces into f » if and only if there exist strings 
e,b (possibly enç>ty) such that f = eïïb, h = edb, and the pro­
duction U -*_d is an element of P. 
Definition 6, 
f produces h (denoted by f = h) and conversely h reduces 
into f, if and only if there exist strings 
that f = eg, = h and ^ (1 = !,«,,/&), h is also 
said to be a derivation of f. 
Definition ?• 
s belonging to V* is called a sentential form of G if 
either = s or * s. Subscripted s «s are used to denote 
sentential forms. 
Definition 8. 
The set of sentential forms consisting only of terminal 
symbols are the set of sentences constituting the phrase 
Given a context free phrase-structure grammar, sentences 
of the language can be generated by deriving them from the 
distinguished symbol. Gompilers have the opposite problem* 
Given a sentence d and a grammar G construct a derivation of 
d. This is called parsing, recognizing, or analyzing the 
sentence. 
structure language t,(G), that 
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Definition 9. 
A parse of a sentence s^ In a language L(G) into the 
symbol is the application of a sequence of productions 
^l»^2'***»^n such that is of the form (U^ -* d^) and di­
rectly reduces = ®i^i^i Into = Q^Ujbj, for 
(i = 1,...,n) and s^ = U^, The d^'s are call prime phrases 
of the s^'s (sentential forms). 
Definition 10. 
A canonical parse is the parse which proceeds strictly 
from left to right in a sentence and reduces the left most 
part of a sentence as far as possible before proceeding further 
to the right. That is, the application of the productions 
Pj^,P2,.. .,Pn to reduce s^ into is canonical if, and only if, 
for (i = l,..,,n) d^ is not contained in e^^ for all k greater 
than i. Every parse has a canonical form (simply rearrange 
the productions to form a canonical parse). 
Definition 11. 
If no production P^^ of the phrase structure grammar G 
takes the form -* eU^U^b for some (possibly empty) strings 
e,b and nonterminal symbols and then G- is called an 
operator grammar (OG). 
Definition 12. 
Define a function X as follows: 
f(A) = {b| ^ eBAb,(e,b)€V*,(B,A)ev} 
2(A) is just the set of symbols which are adjacent and 
to left of A in some sentential form• 
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Definition 13. 
Define a function LEFT as follows: 
LEfT(U^) = { {d| UJ t De, D€V, Ju 11^ } 
or 
LEFT(T^) = T^, where 
LEPT(U^) is the set of symbols In V that can occur on the 
left end of a derivation of and itself. 
Definition lij., 
Define a function RIGHT as follows: 
RIGHT(U^) = { {d( ^ eD, eEV^, DÇV, } 
RIGHT(T^) = T^, where T^6V^ 
RIGHT(U^) is the set of symbols in V that can occur on 
the right end of a derivation of and itself. 
Objectives 
There is no absolute measure of performance of a conpiler 
such as efficiency. The efficiency of a compiler depends not 
only on the ability to conserve both time and space during 
translation but also depends on the time and space used by 
the object program. Not all these goals are mutually com­
patible. For example, to optimize the object code at compile 
time would require more compile time but would produce faster 
code at run time. 
The use of an extensive error detection and recovery 
facility to give the user a detailed description of his errors 
may add additional compile time but in^rove the efficiency in 
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debugging the user's program. Since there is no set measure 
of performance, compiler designers have varied greatly in 
their choice of compromises. The compromises chosen in a 
compiler design usually reflect the type of environment in 
which the compiler is to be used. 
Although there may be different design goals in con­
structing compilers there are functions which all compilers 
must perform. The compiler can be segregated into three organ­
izationally distinct parts, the lexical analyzer or scanner, 
the recognizer or parser and the semantic processor or code 
generator. There have been variations of these three parts 
used in automatically constructed compilers. As Cheathem and 
Standish (3 ) point out some of the techniques used in some 
compilers have proven to be more efficient than others. It is 
desirable, therefore, to use those techniques which have proven 
to be most efficient in compiler writing. 
The term compiler-compiler is a loose term that is often 
used to refer to a system that uses automatic construction in 
implementing a compiler. The compiler-coirqiiler accepts a de­
scription of a language and produces all or part of a compiler 
as its output. The compiler-compiler accepts two types of 
inputs as follows: 
(1) A description of the source language syntax, written 
in a metasyntactic language, 
(2) A description of relationship between the source 
language syntax and its semantics. 
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Semantics refer to the meaning to be given to parts of 
the source language. The semantics may be expressed in terms 
of basic machine language up to a high level semantic language. 
The coinpiler-con^iler builds the recognizer for the compiler, 
based on the syntax description and for that reason is said 
to be a syntax-directed coiiQ)iler. The recognizer calls the 
semantic processes as a sentence is being parsed. 
Prom the description of coD5)iler»eoiiç>ilers it is apparent 
that all oompiler-oonç)ilers could meet the objective of being 
able to easily change or expand language facilities, there­
fore, the objective will be restated with additional goals. 
The objective is to design a compiler generating system 
with the following design criteria. 
(1) To be able to easily change or expand language 
facilities provided by the compiler produced from 
the system: 
(2) To have the system produce a compiler that will 
operate at speeds that are con^etitive with hand 
coded ad hoc compilers. 
(3) To leave to the user the freedom to develop as an 
extensive error detection, error recovery and 
error message facility as he desires. 
(1^.) To leave to the user the freedom to select the 
level of code optimization as he desires. 
To meet these goals the design of the scanner chosen for 
the compiler generating system has the characteriatiea de-
iK 
scribed by Cheathem and Standish ( 3 ) as the most efficient. 
The scanner is described in detail in Chapter II, Also an 
efficient recognizer is to be developed that can be automat­
ically constructed. The recognizer uses a deterministic 
method for parsing sentences. The deterministic approach uses 
the top element in a pushdown stack and the next incoming 
symbol to make decisions for parsing a sentence. Determi­
nistic pushdown automata is described in more detail by 
Peldman and Gries (5 ). The deterministic approach eliminates 
the problem of back up and testing alternates found in many 
parsers. Chapter III is a confie te description of the rec­
ognizer which is the main contribution of this dissertation. 
In the last decade several families of compiler-compilers 
have been built, each having one or more successors. The 
following families, Brooker-Morris (1 ), Meta (19), TMG (15), 
and COGENT (l8) build compilers that use the top-down method 
for parsing. The more efficient of these compilers use speed­
up methods as follows; 
(1) Order the alternatives, the most frequently used 
first. 
(2) See if the head of the string belongs to the LEFT(N) 
where N is the subgoal, 
(3) If there are productions with their right parts as 
follows, X^XgX^., ,Xj^U and , .X^^V, then on 
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failing to recognize U, do not back up and attempt 
to recognize V. 
The following families of compiler-compilers, PSL (I|- ), 
TGS (17) build compilers with bottom-up recognizers, FSL uses 
a Floyd-Evans reduction technique along with a high level se­
mantic language. Some of the compiler-compilers are written 
in a high level language designed for that use. In general, 
all of these compiler-coispilers are faced with the problem 
of testing alternatives in parsing a sentence. A more de­
tailed description of compiler-compilers is given by Peldman 
and Gries (5 ). 
At this point in time no compiler-compiler has been con­
structed which uses a deterministic recognizer. However, 
compilers have been constructed by hand which use a deter­
ministic method, for example, Grau (7 ) and Campbell (2 ), 
The s recognizers are djnplemented using a transition matrix 
M, where each possible state is represented by a row and each 
terminal symbol is represented by a column. At each step in 
the parse the matrix element determines a subroutine to 
control the parse. 
The compiler to be designed to meet the previously stated 
objectives is named Expandable Compiler, The Expandable 
Compiler uses the same scanner and semantic processor as de­
scribed for the transition matrix compiler in Chapter II, 
The recognizer for the Expandable Compiler is discussed in 
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Chapter III, but this section can best be understood by first 
reading the description for the transition matrix recognizer 
in Chapter II. 
A compiler was constructed for Ten Statement FORTRAN 
(13) with only scalar variables using the design discussed 
in Chapters II and III, Parts of this coitç)iler are used in 
Chapters II and III for illustrative purposes. The compiler 
was written in PL/1 (11) and outputs code in IBM 360 Assembly 
Language (12), A high level language like PL/1 was used be­
cause of its ability to illustrate compiler functions. 
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CHAPTER II. TRANSITION MATRIX COMPILER 
The transition matrix compiler here is separated into 
three organizationally distinct parts, the scanner, the recog­
nizer and semantic processor. Although the functions of each 
of these subparts are to be discussed separately, in actual 
use, there is a great deal of interaction between the parts. 
In general, the control is in the recognizer which behaves 
like a main program calling the scanner and semantic routines 
when their functions are required. 
Scanner 
The scanner is that part of the con^iler which reads in 
the source program characters and constructs the elements of 
the source language. The elements to be constructed or recog­
nized are the identifiers, reserved words, constants, operators 
and punctuation. The scanner also performs the conversion of 
these elements into an internal machine form, in this case, an 
integer value. There are some good reasons for separating the 
scanner from the recognizer. 
The grammar describing the syntax of the source elements 
is much simpler than that of the language. This fact allows 
for ain^ler and more efficient parsing techniques to be used. 
To have an efficient compiler requires an extremely efficient 
scanner because it is not uncommon for 50^ or more of the com­
pile time to be Spent in the scanner. Some of the symbol proc-
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easing can be better done in an ad hoc manner, such as the 
FORTRAN statement D0l5l=. It is necessary to look at more 
symbols to determine if this is a DO statement or an assign­
ment statement. Also, fixed fields, comments and continu­
ation statements in FORTRAN are best handled in an ad hoc 
manner. 
This part of the compiler is to be hand coded by the pro­
grammer constructing the compiler. However, a formal approach 
is to be used for the scanner because the need for ease in 
changing the scanner at a later date and because it results 
in an efficient scanner. As an example, a Ten Statement 
FORTRAN (13) scanner is used to describe the approach. The 
productions in Figure 2 describe the source elements in Ten 
Statement FORTRAN, 
INT = INT D 
REAL = INT INT 
REAL = INT 
REAL = INT 
REXP = REAL 'E' S INT 
REXP = REAL 'E' INT 
D = »0» {'1'I'2'I "3'II'5'II «7» I »8» j »9' 
S = '+» j »-
EX = 
MUL = 
DEL = S|Y 
Y = 
ID = L 
ID = ID L 
ID = ID D 
RB = •, » L L •. • 
L = 'A'I»B»I»C» j »D>I«E»I»F»I«G»|'H»|«I»|»J» 
L  =  ' K '  I » L » I « N » I « 0 » I » P ' I j  « R » I » S « | » T «  
INT = D 
Figure 2. Productions for source elements 
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The I in Figure 2 represents the word OR and specifies an 
alternate definition for the nonterminal symbol on the left of 
the production. 
Figure 3 shows a stats diagram for recognizing the FORTRAN 
source elements from the incoming character string in accord­
ance with the productions of Figure 2, The names used in the 
state diagram and productions are described at the bottom of 
Figure 3. The state diagram is obtained from the productions 
in an ad hoc manner and is not unique. However, in the con­
struction of the state diagram an attempt should be made to 
minimize the number of states. 
The state diagram allows one or more blanks between the 
source elements. In the state diagram the paths to the OUTS 
are taken for all other legal characters except those defined 
at that state. For example, if the system is in the state 
REAL, then 0UT2 is taken for all symbols except a digit or the 
letter E, OTJTl, 0UT2, 0ÎJT3, 0UT6, and OUT? all would cause 
the scanner to pass a corresponding single integer to the re­
cognizer. 0UT5 requires a search of a name table to tell if 
the ID is a reserved word or an identifier. A different in­
teger value is passed to the recognizer corresponding to each 
reserved word recognized, A single integer value is passed 
to the recognizer for all identifiers, 0UT8 passes a differ­
ent integer value to the recognizer, depending on the single 
character detected. OUTi|. also passes a different integer 
20 
m 
4 A 
HENTf-HEŒAlJ 
u 
D 
D 
S.b 
OUTl 
• EXP2 
0UT2 
¥ 0UT3 
» OUTlj. 
^ 0UT5 
• MUI 
« 4" 0UT6 
^ OUT? 
DEL 4 0TJT8 
D = digit L s letter E = itself b = blank 
5= 4 , =  S T  =  Start 
DEL = S , Y Where Y = /,(,), = , comma. 
OUT 
OUTl 
0UT2 
0UT3 
OUTlj. 
0UT5 
0UT6 
OUT? 
0UT8 
ABBREVIATION 
REXP 
REAL 
INT 
RB 
ID 
EX 
MUL 
DEL 
RETURNS 
Real constant with exponent 
Real constant 
Integer constant 
Relational operator 
Reserved word or identifier 
Si:q>cxisntial symbol 
Multiply symbol 
Operators and delimiters 
Figure 3. State diagram for scanner 
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value to the recognizer, depending on the relational operator 
reoognized. 
The state diagram is Implemented using a transition ma­
trix where each possible state is represented by a row and 
each type of source character is represented by a column. 
Figure l|. shows the transition matrix for the state diagram 
in Figure 3. The letter A at the top of the right hand column 
represents all source characters other than the ones described 
in the grammar. The names in the transition matrix are names 
of routines to be executed for controlling the scanning proc­
ess, The control routines are described in PL/1 (11) in 
Figure 5» LABV is assumed to be a PL/1 label vector repre­
senting the matrix in Figure Ij., A vector is used in place of 
a matrix because of the simpler computation required to locate 
an entry. The integer variable IS is used as a pointer for 
the states and IX is an integer variable used as a pointer 
for the type of incoming character symbol. The following is 
a description of how the incoming character symbol is con­
verted to the integer values shown at the top of the matrix 
in Figure 1^., 
The bit pattern used to encode the symbol is used as an 
integer number. This integer number is used as a subscript 
to a vector containing the proper integer subscript for the 
scanner's transition matrix. In Figure I represents a 
pointer to the card column of the source statement being 
scanned. Because FORTRAN statements do not have a termin-
IS 
0 
9 
18 
27 
36 
h5 
Bk 
63 
72 
81 
90 
99 
108 
1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 
b L D # E « S Y A 
SCAH RT8 KTl RT6 RT8 RT9 RT12 RT12 ERROR 
0DT3 0UT3 SCAN RT2 0OT3 0DT3 0OT3 0XJT3 ERROR 
0UT2 0UT2 8CAN 0OT2 RT3 0DT2 0UT2 0UT2 ERROR 
RTi*. ERROR ]ST5 ERROR ERROR ERRCB RTk ERROR ERROR 
ERROR EBROR RT$ ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 
oun OOTl SCAN OUTl oon OUT! OUTl OTJTl ERROR 
ERROR RT7 RT2 ERROR RT7 ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 
ERROR SCAH ERROR RTIO SCAN ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 
0DT5 SCÂK SCAN 0UT5 SCAN 0DT5 OT3T5 0UT5 ERROR 
OT3T7 0OT7 0OT7 0UT7 0TJT7 R311 0UT7 0UT7 ERROR 
OOTlj. omk omk OTTSk OUTk ODTif. 0UT4 ODTli. ERROR 
0UT6 0UT6 0UT6 0TJT6 0TJT6 ERROR 0TJT6 0UT6 ERROR 
0OT8 0OT8 0TJT8 0UT8 0XfP8 1 OUTS 0DT8 00T8 ERROR 
U.. Tx*analtl<)]9. matrix for POHTRAH s^ i^ree element# 
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SCAN: 
RTls 
RT2: 
RT3: 
RTi|.: 
RT2: 
RT6: 
RT7: 
RT8î 
RT9: 
RTIO: 
RTllî 
RT12: 
I = I+l; 
IP I>72 THEN RETURN (STOPS) 
IÏ = UNSPEC (C(I)); 
IX = VEC(ir); 
GO TO UBV(IX+IS); 
IS = 9; K1 = I; GO TO SCAN; 
IS = 18; GO TO SCAN; 
IS = 27; GO TO SCAN; 
IS = 36; GO TO SCAN; 
IS = 1|.5; GO TO SCAJf; 
IS = 
IS = 63 
IS = 72 
IS = 81 
IS = 90 
IS = 99 
KL = I; GO TO SCAN; 
GO TO SCAN; 
KL = I; GO TO SCAN; 
GO TO SCAN; 
GO TO SCAN; 
GO TO SCAN; 
IS = 108; IP =" lY; GO TO SCAN; 
Figure 5. Control routines for scanner 
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atlng symbol, an integer representing a terminating symbol is 
returned to the recognizer at the end of the card. 
The vhole scanner is shown in the Appendix as the PL/1 pro­
cedure SGASR in the Ten Statement FORTRAN compiler. The reader 
may wish to look at 80ADR* s implementation of the OUT routines. 
Di addition to the OUT routines passing an integer value to 
the recognizer, it also may be required to store information 
that will be used by semantic routines. In routines OUTl, 
0UT2, and 0UT3, the constants and their types recognized by 
the scanner iÀ the source stream are stored for use by se­
mantic routines. In 0UT8 single character symbols, which are 
also source elements, are converted to an integer for the 
recognizer by also using their encoded bit pattern as an in­
teger subscript to a vector. The scanner never returns to 
the recognizer until it is one character symbol past the 
source element it has recognized. This requires the storage 
of the single symbols in variable IP. 
The scanner only needs to be changed if new source ele­
ments are added to the language. If new elements are added, 
the following steps should be followed. 
Stap 1, Draw new horizontal lines em state diagram for 
elements. 
Step 2. Add new rows and columns to transition matrix 
as needed. 
Step 3* Implewnt new control end our routlxies as needed* 
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Recognizer 
The recognizer analyzes the incoming strings of source 
elements to determine if they are permissible sentences in 
the language. If the sentence is not legal then the recog­
nizer branches to an error routine. The error routine must 
analyze the problem and recover from the error. Error mess­
ages must also be printed to help the programmer correct his 
program. As the sentence is analyzed the recognizer branches 
to semantic routines that generate code, depending on the 
sequence of the source elements recognized. 
An example of a transition matrix is given here for the 
grsmmar shown in Figure 6, 
A = #ID «=• E «;» 
E = E '+• T 
E = E »-« T 
E = T 
T = T '•»' P 
T = P 
P = 1(1 E 1)1 
P = wW 
Figure 6, Grammar for arithimetlc assignment statement 
The # in Figure 6 represents the fact that the source 
element is recognized by the scanner, in this case an ident­
ifier. 
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A transition matrix for the graimar in Figure 6 is shown 
in Figure 7 along with its control routines in Figure 8. The 
parsing or recognizing of a sentence in the source program 
may be analyzed by a transition matrix where the rows repre­
sent all possible control states and the columns represent 
all possible incoming source elements. The recognizer uses 
a stack called STACK with a pointer S along with the incoming 
source element variable J, The integer values for J are pro­
vided by the scanner and correspond to the columns of the 
transition matrix. The transition matrix controls the proc­
ess by using the top element in the state STACK and J as row 
and column subscripts to branch to the routine named in the 
matrix at that location. Initially, the first location in 
STACK and S are set equal to one and J set equal to the first 
incoming source element. The routines in Figure 8 are written 
in PL/l and are used to add and delete states on the state 
STACK along with obtaining the next incoming source element. 
Figure 9 shows a trace of a parse of A = B+C*(D-E);, 
Each element of the matrix was filled in by determining 
from the grammar what the next incoming source elements could 
be in that state and what corresponding actions should be per­
formed. The actions to be performed are based on the operator 
priorities discussed by Samelson and Bauer (20). Many of the 
elements of the transition matrix are empty, since the corres­
ponding combinations of state and incoming source elements 
cannot occur during the processing of a valid sentence in the 
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Incoming Source Element 
State ID i + •r «• ( ) 
1 Rl 
2 R3 
3 R2 R9 
k Bk 
5 R5 R6 R7 R8 
6 R5 R5 R5 R8 R5 
7 R5 r5 R5 R8 R5 
8 R5 R5 R5 R5 R5 
9 r6 R7 R8 R2 
Figure 7. Transition matrix for assignment statements 
CONTROL: I = s'ragk(s)t 
GO TO LABM(I,J); 
Rl: STACK(8)=%; S=S+1; STACE(S)=2; J=SCANR; GO TO CONTROL; 
R2: s = S-1; J=8CANR; GO TO CONTROL; 
R3î STACK(S)=5; 8=8+1; STACK(8)=3; J=SCANR: GO TO CONTROL; 
Rl|.: 8=1; 3TACK{8)=1; GO TO FINISHED; 
R5: 8=8-1; GO TO CONTROL; 
R6; 8=8+1; STACK(S)=6; 8=8+1; 8TACK(S)=3; J=SCANR; 
GO TO CONTROL 
H7; 8=5+1; STAGK(S)^ 7; S=S+1; STAG_K(S)=3: J-SCANR; 
GO TO CONTROL 
R8: 8=8+1; 8TACK(S)=8; 8=8+1; STACK(S)=3; J=SCANR; 
GO TO CONTROL 
R9: 8TACK(S)=9; 8=8+1; STACK(8)=3; J=SCAHR: GO TO CONTROL; 
Figure 8* Routines for transition matrix 
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sotmcË 
ELEMENT 
A 
B 
+ 
c 
* 
( 
D 
m 
E 
) 
) 
5 
1 
2 
1 
k 
1 
6 
7 
X 
$ 
l 
8 
8 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
1 
2 
3 
2 
4 
3 
5 
6 
$ 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
STATE 
STAiOK 
1 
4,2 
k,2,3 
4,2 
4,2,6,3 
4,2,6 
4,2,6,8,3 
4,2,6^ 0,9ff3 
4,2,6,8,9 
4,2,6,8,9,7,3 
4,2,6,8,9,7 
4,2,6,8,9 
4,2,6,8 
4,2,6 
4,2 
4 
1 
ROUTINE 
RX 
R3 
R2 
Ré 
R2 
R6 
R9 
R2 
R7 
H2 
R2 
R2 
R2 
R2 
R2 
R4 
FINISHED 
Figura V. xrâô« 9i tbA o^ dsçiZatics of A = B+C»(D»B)5 
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language. Error subroutines may be included for as many of 
the empty elements as desired. 
An advantage of using the transition matrix is speed, 
because no searching is required and each subroutine speci­
fies exactly what is to be done. Another advantage is that 
error recovery can be incorporated very easily. With other 
parsing techniques, error recovery has proven to be a diffi­
cult problem. The one disadvantage with this technique is 
the space used. For large languages the matrix and the number 
of routines becomes large. Examples of transition matrix 
compilers for large languages can be found in works by Campbell 
( 2 ) and Grau ( 7 ). 
Semantic Processor 
The function of the semantic processor is to generate 
code in an appropriate language, usually machine Instructions. 
Some compilers have the processor produce an intermediate form 
such as, Polish strings, quadruples, or triples, which are then 
used to generate code. The use of en intermediate form allows 
the compiler writer to perform optimization on the output code. 
Code optimization refers to the process of rearranging and 
changing operations in the program being compiled in order to 
produce a more efficient object program. Cheathem and Standish 
( 3 ) list some 26 optimization techniques, Gries (10) has a 
good section on intermediate forms and code optimization with 
references to earlier works. 
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The semantio ppooessor is made up of a number of semantio 
routines vhloh uses common data structures, such as tables, 
vectors, stacks and variables. Each routine may contain two 
parts, one to manipulate the data structures at cos^ ile time 
and the second to produce code for run time actions. One of 
the major tasks for the compiler's semantic routines Is to 
manage run time storage. A good description of code production 
and run time storage can be found for FORTRAN in a book by 
Lee (ll).) and for ALGOL in a book by Grau, Hill and Langmaaok 
( 8 ). Grles ( 9 ) gives a good general description of compile 
time data structures and z>un time storage organization. 
As an example, the semantic routines STACK, ADD, SUB, 
MOL, and STORE, shown in the Ten Statement FORTRAN costlier of 
the Appendix can be used with the recognizer of Figures 8 and 9 
to show the compilation process. The semantic routine STACK 
places the name and type of identifiers in stacks STKID and 
STKTYPE. The routine ADD generates code that adds the two 
top elements of the stack STKID, if they are the same type, 
and places the result in a tesçorary location. The top two 
elements are deleted from the stack and the name of the texqp-
orary location is placed on top of the stack. The routines 
SUB and MOL are similar to ADD. The routine STORE generates 
code that places the value in the location specified by the 
name at the top of the stack in the location specified by the 
name, one location down from the top of the stack. The top 
two elements of the stack are then deleted. Figure 10 shows 
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the same transition matrix as Figure 7 with the semantic 
routines added. The following is a description of how the 
compilation process would work. 
The compiler would first branch to the semantic routine 
shown in Figure 10, depending on the value at the top of the 
state stack and incoming source element. All of the semantic 
routines return to the first statement of the control routine 
in Figure 8 which is then executed. 
Figure 11 shows a trace of the compilation of A=B+C*(D-E) ; 
which is the same as Figure 9» except that it shows the con­
tents of the ZD Stack and the semantic routines used. The 
function SUB(D,E,T1) in Figure 11 means subtract E from D and 
store the result in Tl. MUL and ADD are similar to SUB. Store 
(A,T1) means store the value of Tl in A. 
The conçiler writer using a transition matrix design will 
find the use of stacks most useful. If information is found 
in the incoming source elements Which is needed at a later 
point in the process it must be stored. A stack is used if 
information is needed in the reverse order of its appearance. 
This saves the conçiler from the problem of having to search 
a table for the information. The ID stack shewn in Figwe 11 
is an example of using a stack. 
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Inoomixig Sour«« Element 
STATE 
1 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
,ID a i + ) 
JTACK 
H3 
STACK 
h? 
HI." 
STORE 
fi? RO 
ADD 
H5" ' 
ADD ADD 
55 ' 
ADD 
HB Ri> 
SUB 
H5' ' 
SpB SUB 
R5 
SUB 
m R5 
m 
R5 
HOL 
S5 
m m 
R5 
m 
H2 
R6 R7 RS 
Figure 10. Transition matrix with semantic routines 
Source 
Element 
A 
B 
+ 
0 
* 
( 
D 
e 
) 
) 
State 
Stack 
IP''" i f  
k 
1 
ID 
Stack 
EMPTY 
A 
A 
A,B 
A,B 
A,B,G 
A,B,0 
A,B,C 
A,B,C,D 
A*BaC*D 
A*B;0pDpE 
A,B,C,T1 
A,B,G,T1 
A,B,T1 
A,T1 
EMPTY 
EMPTY 
Semantic 
Routines 
SUB(D,E,T1) 
MDL(C,T1,T1) 
ADD(B-T1,T1) 
ST0RE(A,T1) 
Figure 11. Trace of ooxnpllation showing aemantle routines 
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CHAPTER III. RECOGNIZER FOR THE EXPANDABLE COMPILER 
The design of the Expandable Compiler (EC) is similar 
to the design of the transition matrix compiler (TMC) dis­
cussed in Chapter II, The EC design uses the same scanner 
and semantic section as the TMC design but uses a different 
approach for the construction of the recognizer. The con­
struction of the transition matrix for the EC recognizer is 
based on an algorithm for deriving the transition matrix from 
productions defining the language. The advantage of this 
approach is that the algorithm for deriving the transition 
matrix can be automated, making it easy to modify the recog­
nizer to accept new additions to a language. 
The earlier transition matrix compilers were created 
in an ad hoc manner as in Grau (7 ) and Campbell ( 2 ), Gries 
( 9 ) described an algorithm for deriving the transition 
matrix from productions defining a language, Gries's algo­
rithm expanded the productions until the maximum number of 
symbols on the right side of a production were three. He 
used the first and last symbol on the right of a production 
in the transition matrix and had the matrix control routines 
check the center nonterminal symbol. An algorithm is given 
in this chapter to expand the production until the maximum 
number of symbols on the right aide of a production equals 
two. This simplifies the recognizer and allows a one to one 
relationship to be set up between states of the transition 
% 
matrix and the symbols on the right of a production, 
A simple example of e^ q)ending a grammar is presented to 
illustrate the approach for creating a transition matrix from 
a grammar. In the production of the grammar in Figure 12 
the U's represent nonterminal symbols and the T's represent 
terminal symbols. 
"l -
"a -
"3 " 
Figure 12. Simple grammar for transition matrix 
New nonterminal symbols are added to the grammar 
and the productions below are created. 
•1 2^^ 1 
-2 "* -3-3 
These new productions are added to the original grammar and 
the expanded grammar is rewritten in Figure 13. 
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1. V2 
2. 
"a 
3. 
"3 -V6 
i;. 
^1 
s. %2 
6. ?3 - t j  
Figure 13. Expanded grammar for transition matrix 
Figure llj. shows the transition matrix created for the 
grammar in Figure 13. The state yQ must be added in the 
matrix for initializing the state stack to be used in apply­
ing the productions of Figure 13. 
^2 ^3 ^5 ^6 
^0 6 
i 
1 
• 1 
Ï2 2 
^3 3 
^2 
^3 5 ' 
Figure li].. Transition matrix for expanded grammar 
The numbers in the transition matrix refer to the pro­
ductions of Figure 13 to be applied in the parsing of a 
sentence. The numbers are also used to refer to control 
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routines to be used in the application of the particular 
production shown in Figure 1$. The control routines use a 
state variable S and J equals the next incoming source element. 
LABM is a label matrix which can use names as subscripts, 
CONTROL: GO TO LABM (8,J); 
1. 8 = U^; GO TO FINISHED; 
2. S = UgJ J = NEXTELEMENT; GO TO CONTROL; 
3. S = J = NEXTELEMENT; GO TO CONTROL; 
il-. 8 = Y^ ; J = NEXTELEMENT; GO TO CONTROL; 
5. 8 = Yg! J = NEXTELEMENT; GO TO CONTROL; 
6. S = Y^; J = NEXTELEMENT; GO TO CONTROL; 
Figure l5. Control routines for expanded grammar 
Figure l6 shows a parse of the sentence T^ T^ T^ T^ T^ Tg 
described by the grammar in Figure 12. S is set to YQ in­
itially and J = NEXTELEMENT. 
S J Routine 
6 
3^ 6^ 3 
"3 3^ 
Ï2 2 
'a 
2^ 1 
"i Finished 
Figure 16, Parse of sentence 
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Construction of an Expanded Operator Grammar 
In developing an algorithm for obtaining an expanded 
grammar suitable for use with a transition matrix, the orig­
inal grammar is restricted here to be an operator grammar. 
An operator grammar is a phrase structure grammar in which no 
production takes the form U -» XU^ UgY for some (possibly 
ençty) strings X,Y and nonterminals and U2» 
Transition matrices can be used for grammars which are 
more general than operator grammars. However, the method 
being presented is based on an algorithm to be applied to an 
operator grammar to permit automatic construction of a tran­
sition matrix. No atteinpt is being made to do the same for 
more general grammars, Gries (9 ) states that the usual 
ALGOL (16) type languages can be represented by an operator 
grammar. 
Steps are now given for taking the productions of an 
operator grammar (OG) and creating a new grammar called an 
expanded operator grammar (EOG), U's will be used to re­
present nonterminal symbols and T's will represent terminal 
ajmbvls in thô OG and EOG, Ths nontsnuinal' symbols ^ 
and are generated as necessai^y to expand the OG into 
an EOG, 
The OG will be e3q)anded until the EOG will have pro­
ductions with at the most two symbols in their right part. 
The productions with two symbols in their right part will 
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have either a Z or Y as the left symbol of the right part and 
either a U, T or X as the right- symbol of the right part. 
Henoe the transition matrix will have all of the Z»s and Y's 
as row headings and all of the U's, T*s and X»s as oolumn 
headings. Actually, a method is shown later that allows the 
X»s to be removed from the transition matrix. 
The steps are described in a pseudo programming language 
using nested IP-THEN-ELSE, GO-TO, assignment and plain English 
statements. All the productions are searched for a condition 
which calls for the application of a step. If a step is to 
be applied to one or more productions, then all the produc­
tions Whose right parts start with the identical symbols 
(one or two, depending on the step) are modified in exactly 
the same way. s^  is a nonempty and s^  a possible empty 
string of U»s and T's with no U's adjacent, h,i,j,k,m are 
integer subscripts and-havs a single valus at the time a 
step is applied. The variable r which is created as a sub­
script for Z in Steps 3 and ij,. represents a particular set of 
integer values. The set of values for r depends on which 
is on the left side of the production in Steps 3 or i|.. The 
actual set of values for r is computed after all the steps 
have been applied. The values for r are the subscripts of 
the Y's which can appear adjacent and to the left of the 
in a sentential form. In terras of Definition 12 of Chapter I, 
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The algorithm for expanding an operator grammar con­
sists of nineteen steps with loops. PLAGrl, PLAG2, and PLAG3 
are used to control the loops and are initially set to false, 
k is used as a subscript for Y and is initially set to zero. 
The steps for constructing the EOG are as follows; 
Stepl: IP there is a production -* T^ s^^  
THEN, k = k+1. 
Replace each production -» T^ s^  
(each production whose right part begins with T^ ) 
by the production Y^ s^^ . 
Insert the production Yj^  T^ . 
GO TO Stepl. 
ELSE, GO TO Step2. 
Step2: IP there is a production 
THEN, k = k+1. 
Rsplacs each production u. YjT s 
1 J m n 
by the production -* Yj^ s^ . 
Insert the production Y, -* Y.T^ . K J m 
GO TO Step2. 
ELSE, GO TO Step3. 
Step3: IF there is a production -* U^ T^  
THEN, replace the production -* UjT^  
by the production -» 
Insert the production Z^ j -» Uy GO TO Step3. 
ELSE, GO TO Steplj.. 
i).o 
Stepli.: IP there is a production -> 
THEN, replace each production -» 
by the production -* 
Insert the production •* Uj, 
PLAGl = TRUE. 
GO TO Stepl^ . 
ELSE, IP PLAGl = TRUE 
THEN, GO TO Step2. 
ELSE, GO TO Step?. 
8tep2: IP there is a production -* Z^ jT^ a^  
THEN, replace each production -* Z^ T^^ a^^  
by the production -* Y^ s^^ . 
Insert the production Yj^  r^ 
GO TO Step 5. 
ELSE, GO TO Step 6. 
/"SCômmsnt Stap6 saais as Stsp2 except for control*/ 
Step6: IP there is a production 
THEN, k = k+1. 
Replace each production -» YjT^ a^  
by the production U^  -* ^ k®n* 
Insert the production Yj^  -* Y^ T^ , 
GO TO Step6, 
ELSE, GO TO Step?. 
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step?: IF there is a production -» 
THEN, replace each production -» 
by the production -* 
Insert the production -» Uj. 
PLAG2 = TRUE, GO TO Step?. 
ELSE, IP PLAG2 = TRUE 
THEN, GO TO Step8. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepll. 
Step8: IP there is a production -» 
THEN, replace each production 
by the production -* 
Insert the production -* 
GO TO Step8, 
ELSE, GO TO Step9. 
8tep9 IP there is a production -» 
THEN, k = k+lé 
Replace each production -$ 
by the production -» Y^ s^^ . 
Insert the production Yj^  -» 
GO TO Step9. 
ELSE, GO TO SteplO, 
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/•îKîoimrient SteplO la same aa Step2 except for control*/ 
SteplO: IP there is a production -» 
THEN, k = k+1. 
Replace each production -* 
by the production -* 
Insert the production Yj^  •* 
GO TO SteplO. 
ELSE, PLAG2 = FALSE. 
GO TO Step?. 
Stepll; IP there is a production -» Y^ Uj 
THEN, replace each production -* Y^ Hj 
by the production -» Y^ Z^^ .^ 
Insert the production 2,^  ^-* Uj. 
PLAG3 = TRUE. 
GO TO Stepll. 
else, IF FLkQ3 = thus 
THEN, GO TO Stepl2. 
ELSE. GO TO Stepl3. 
Stepl2: IP there is a production -* Y^ ^^ j 
THEN, replace each production -» Y^ Z^^  ^
by the production -» 
Insert the production -* Z^ j. 
GO TO Stepl2. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepl3. 
w 
Stepl3: IP there is a production -» 
THEN, 
Stop33ai IP there are productions and 
THEN, insert the production Z^ j -* Uj. 
GO TO Stepl3a. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepl3. 
ELSE, GO TO Steplil-. 
Stepllv: IF there la a production Yj^  -» Z^ T^^  
THEN, 
Stepll^ A: IP there are productions Z^ ^^ T^  and U^ -* Uj 
THEN, insert the production -> 
GO TO Steplij-a. 
ELSE, GO TO Steplij.. 
ELSE, GO TO 8tepl2. 
Stspl^ : IF there is a production 
THEN, 
Stepl^ a: IF there are productions U^ -* Z^ T^^  and 
THEN, insert the production -* Z^ T^^ , 
GO TO Stepl^ a. 
ELSE, GO TO 8tepl2. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepl6. 
1(4 
SteplS: IP there are productions •* and -* Uj 
THEN, insert the production Z^ j -* Uj. 
GO TO Stepl6. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepl?. 
Stepl?; IP there are productions -$ and -» Uj 
THEN, insert the production -* Z^ j' 
GO TO Stepl?. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepl8. 
SteplB: IP there are productions -» Z^ ^^ T^  and -* Uj 
THEN, insert the production -* Z^ j^T^ , 
GO TO SteplB. 
ELSE, GO TO Stepl9. 
Stepl9: Delete all the productions *• Uj. 
STOP. 
After the application of the 19 steps to the OG the pro­
ductions of the EOG will be in one of the eleven fonas shown 
in Figure 17. 
1. 
2. 
"i " %jm i^ %jO 
3. i^ %jm i^ " %jO 
^i"^m 
6. i^ " ^fm 
7. i^ " 
8. \jm \ 
9. 
10. i^ " ^hfm i^ " ^rfm 
11. i^ " Wra 1^ " ^rfm 
Figure 17. Eleven forma of the productions in an EOG 
Once the values of r have been determined the two pro­
ductions of the forms 1, 10 and 11 will be the same. In 
forms 2 and 3, X. is just a special ease of X^ 4«. where m 
' nju " iijju 
takes on the value of zero. 
The tranaition matrlz with all the Y's and Z«s as row 
headings and U»s, T's and X's as column headings has a cell 
corresponding to eaoh production in Figure I7 with two symbols 
in the right part. In Figure 17, the EOG productions with 
two symbols in the right part are 2, 3» 6, 7» 8, 10 and 11, 
To use the productions 1, i}., 5 and 9 in the transition matrix, 
additional information is needed as to which symbols may 
appear adjacent in a sentential form. In general, if the 
single symbol on the right of a production is a U or T, then 
the information sought is on Y's and Z's to go with it. If the 
single symbol on the right of a production is a Z, then the in­
formation sought is on the U's, T's and X's to go with it. 
In the productions of form 1 the h subscript of Zj^ j 
represents the that exists to the left of Uj for -» Uj, 
This condition is added to the productions of form 1, 
In the productions of form l\. it is necessary to know all 
the Y'a and Z's that can exist adjacent and to the left of 
in all the sentential forma of the grammar. Note that for 
the production the Y's and Z's are to be determined 
that are adjacent and to the left of (not T^ ) in the sent­
ential forms. Let s^  be the sentential form equal to eBT^ b 
where e and b are strings (possibly empty) of symbols and B 
is a single Y or Z, If the production is applied to 
s to get then is equal to sBU/b. The symbol to 
O U ' 0 • •«-
the left of T in s, is the same symbol to the left of U. in 
m j " i 
Sj^ .^ Therefore, before the -+ T^  can be applied to s^  the 
B must be a symbol that can exist adjacent and to the left of 
in some sentential form. 
In the productions of form 5 it is necessary to know 
all the Y's and Z's that can exist adjacent and to the left 
of Yj^  in all the sentential forms of the grammar. It will 
be shown later that there are no sentential forms of the 
grammar with Z's on the left and adjacent to a U or a Y, 
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In the productions of form 9 it is necessary to know 
all the IT'S and T's that can exist to the right of in 
all the sentential forms of the grammar,.. There are no sent­
ential forms with U's adjacent to the right of a Z, so it is 
only necessary to determine the T's for the productions of 
form 9. 
Let Y be a certain set of Y^ 's and T be a certain set 
of Tj^ 's, j,(A) is defined as the set of symbols which are 
adjacent and to the left of A in some sentential form. 
Mathematically £(A) is defined as follows: 
1(A) = {b|UJ_ t eBAb,(e,b)€V*,(B,A)Ev} 
Using this definition of X the eleven forms of the EOG pro­
duction are shown in Figure l8 with the additional conditions 
stated. 
The productions are now in a foAn from Whiôh a trans­
ition matrix can be built, with U's, T's and X's as columns 
and Y's and Z's as rows. However, the need for colicuns for 
the X's can be avoided by applying two productions at once. 
This can be done because, if a production of fom 8 or 9 is 
applied, the next production to be applied is a unique pro­
duction of form 2 or 3 with the same X^ j^ . Since this re­
duces Y^ Z^ jT^  or Y^ Z^ j to a U^  ^or Yj, there is no need for 
X's in the transition matrix. 
1. 
2. U 
kQ 
forY=Y^ 
3. Y 
4. u 
5. Y 
6. Y 
7. U 
•* ^ h\jra 
-» T for Y Where Y = {yJY.6X(U.)} 
m c J J 1 1 
•+ for Y where Y = LYj |YJ6X(YJL) J 
-Vm 
m "* h^j^ ia m^ r I 
9. X%jQ ^  for T where T = 
10. 
11. U 
"hfm 
Figure l8. Eleven forms of the EOQ- production with 
added conditions 
Finding the Z Function 
Two simple computer programs are presented in this section 
to find the Z function, using tho LEFT and RIGHT functions de­
fined in Chapter I. The IJBFT(T;^ ) is the set of symbols that 
can occur on the left end of a derivation of and itself. 
The LEFTlT, ) is T^ , The RIGHT(U^ )^ is the set of symbols that 
can occur on the right end of a derivation of and it­
self. The RIGHT(T^ ) is Tj^ . An example using the grammar in 
Figure 19 is used to illustrate the proeedure. 
k9 
"l - Wl 
"l -Va 
"2 "'3 
"2 
"3 - Vi 
% " % 
Figiirs 19, Grammar for Finding £ Function 
The L and R matrices are constructed in the following man­
ner. For the L matrix use the symbol on the left part of the 
production and the left moat Bynibol of the right aide of the 
production to place a 1 in the L matrix. For the R matrix use 
the aymbol on the left part of the production and the right 
moot symbol on the right side of the production to place a 1 
in the R matrix. Figure 20 shows the L and R matrix for the 
grasasiar of Figure 19, 
L R 
"i «2 '3 '^ 2 "l h «3 2^ 3^ 
h 1 1 Ô Ô ô ô fl 1 1 & 
"2 0 6 d 1 0 1 ' 1 • v 0 0 ô 1 
"3 1 6 0 1 6 0 1 6 0 ï  ô 0 
0 0 Ù ' à 6 ô 0 ô ô Ô ô ô 
'•a 0 0 0 0 à ô' 0 0 6 ù ' ô ù 
'3 à fl 6 0 ô 0 0 ô ô ' 0 6 ô 
Figure 20, L and R Matrix for Graimar Example 
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L and R are assumed to be Boolean matrices for finding 
the LEFT and RIGHT functions. Two bit string vectors, LV 
and RV, of length six with elements of 6 bits each, are over-
layed on the matrices L and R. The size of the vector is 
made to match the dimensions c ' the matrix. This allows rows 
to be logically ORed together. The program in PL/1 of 
Figure 21 is based on Warshall's (21) algorithm and is used 
to obtain the LEFT and RIGHT functions from the L and R 
matrices respectively. The LEFT and RIGHT functions are 
shown in Figure 22, To find the £ function a matrix two 
columns wide is built to hold all the adjacent pairs of sym­
bols on the right of all the productions in the grammar. 
The symbols are coded with unique integer values and the 
results are shown in Figure 23 in the matrix MAT2, MAT2 is 
used along with the LEFT and RIGHT functions to create a 
matrix LL. from which the X function may be obtained. The 
LL matrix is initially all zeros and is Boolean with an 
overlayed bit-string vector LLV of length six with elements 
of six bits each, LLV again is used for logically ORing 
rows together. The Boolean matrices L and R now contain the 
LEFT and RIGHT functions. L and R are used in the PL/1 
program of Figure 2i|. to compute the LL matrix. The re­
sulting LL matrix is shown in Figure 2$, 
To find the function of any symbol in the grammar, 
look at the column of the LL matrix under that symbol. All 
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DCL LV(6) BIT(6) STATIC ; 
DCL 1(6,6) BIT(l) DEP LV; 
DCL RV(6) BIT(6) STATIC ; 
DCL R(6,6) BIT(l) DEP RV; 
N = 6; 
LABI: DO I = 1 BY 1 TO N; 
LAB2; DO J = 1 BY 1 TO Nj 
IP L(J,I) THEN LV(J) = LV(J) | LV{I); 
IP R(J,I) THEN RV(J) = RV(J)|RV(I)j 
END LABI; 
END LAB2: 
LAB3: DO I = 1 BY 1 TO Nj 
L(I,I) = »1»B; 
R(I,I) = «I'B; 
END LAB3; 
Figure 21. PL/1 program for computing LEFT and RIGHT function 
L R 
(LEPT function) (RIGHT function) 
''x ^2 «3 ^1 ^2 M «2 «3 *1 ^2 ^3 1 1 Ô i Ô 1 1 : 1 Ô 5 i 1 Ô 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
"2 0 i Ô 1 Ô 1 1 1 Ô 1 1 ô 
°3 1 i i 1 Ô 1 1 0 1 i". 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Ô Ô ô 0 1 0 0 ô 0 ô 1 ô 
"J 0 
r 
0 
r 
0 ô ô 
i 
fl 
t 
0 
Figure 22, LEFT and RIGHT functions for grammar example 
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PAIRS PRODUCTION MAT2 
U2,U3 1 2 3 
*3'Tl 1 3 k 
UI,T2 2 1 5 
T,,Ui k k 1 
Tl'Tl $ k k 
Vl'%1 6 1 1 
Figure 23. Two column matrix for adj aoent symbols 
DCL LLV(6) BIT(6) STATIC DÎIT ((6)(6)'0»B); 
DCL LL(6,6) BIT(l) DEP LLV; 
N = 6; 
M = 6; 
LABl{.: DO I = 1 BY 1 TO Ml 
LI = MAT2(I,1); 
L2 = MAT2(I,2); 
LAB5: DO J = 1 BY 1 TO Nj 
IP R(L1,J) THEN LLV(J) = LLV(J) | LV(L2); 
Eirn LABp; 
END LABlj.; 
Figure 2l|.. PL/1 program for computing LL matric 
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the I's in that column represent the set of symbols that are 
the I function. For example, S. (T^ ) = (^ 1^/^ 1*^ 2)' LL 
matrix is most useful in constructing recognizers because 
it tells which symbols may appear adjacent to each other. 
This same information would be most useful in constructing 
the recognizer of Chapter II, 
^1 % ^ 3 'r ^1 IrT-^2 ^3 
^1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Ug 1 1 1 1 0 1 
^3 Ô Ô Ô 1 Ô Ô 
^1 1 1 1 1 i 1 
^2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
"3 1 1 1 1 0 1 
Figure 25. LL matrix for grammar example 
Example of Constructing an EOG 
An example of construction of an EOG- is given in this 
section. The nineteen steps of the previous section are 
applied to the grammar in Figure 26. 
5k 
"a -
"3 -
h "^3 
U3-.T1 
Figure 26, Example of graimar for constructing an BOG 
The grammar is shown before and after each atep as it 
is being transformed from an OG- to an EOG. The productions 
that are to be changed in a step are underlined. After the 
application of all the steps, the conditions specified in 
Figure 18 are obtained. Also the set of values the r<s can 
take on in the productions of the form are de­
termined. 
Stepl 
Before After 
"1 -
2^ - V6''3 "2 " ^6^ 3 
- J7V8 "3 - We 
Ï2 -.T? 
"2 •"'3 2^ " "3 
U, -» Hj Tj_ 
The production -* T^  is never altered, therefore, it 
not carried along but is included at the final step* 
^5 
Step2 
Before After 
"1 - ïll2W2\ "1 - W3''2^ 4 
3^ - V2 
-Tl -.1, 
"2 - 2^ - "2''6''3 
"3 - We "3 - Ws 
2^ .T? 
«2 .U3 "2 .O3 
Step3 does not apply to any of the productions 
Steplj. 
Before After 
"l - "l " 
Ï3 Ï3 -
"r2 "2 f 
where r = l3|Yj€5(U^  
U3 -» YgUgTg U3 - YgUgTg 
Y, - T, Y, -. T, 
% - O3 «2 - U3 
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SteoS 
Before After 
Ui "1 " 
Ï3 - Y^ T2 h - V2 
h ^ h  
2^ - ^ ,216^ 3 % - % 
- W6 
Zr2 " ''Z 2,2 - "2 
h - ^ sVe U3 -. ïgïïaTg 
Ï2 -T^  Ï2 -T7 
U2 -.ÏÏ3 Ug -• O3 
Step6 does not apply to any of the productions 
Step? 
Before After 
Ui - Y^ UzT^ Uzï^  
Z32 -* Ug 
Y3 - Y^ Tg 
Yi %1 " ?! 
U2 Y^ U3 U2 ^  
Z«2 -» UQ r^2 2^ 
U3 Y2U2TQ U3 -* 2^^ 22^ 8 
Z22 "• U2 
?2 " T? Yg -* Ty 
U2 - U3 2^ ^  ^3 
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StepS 
Before After 
3^23 "* 3^2^ 3 
Z32 _» U2 3^2 "* ^ 2 
Y3 -» Y^ Tg Y3 -» Y^ Tg 
Yi - Yj^  - Ti 
U2 -» Y^ U3 U2 - Y^ U3 
\ - ^vZ^ 6 \ •* W6 
Zj,2 -* U2 Zj,2 -* Ug 
U3 -» 3^ •* 2*228 
*228 •* ^ 22^ 8 
Z22 -* Ug Z22 2^ 
Y2 -» T^  Y2 -
Ug -* Ug -» U3 
The next set of Steps (9, 7, and 8) only affects the 
production -» 3^^ 323^ 2^ 1|.' 
Step 9 
Before After 
Ul -* -* V2^ 1^  
y " %23 
SteplQ does not apply to any of the productions 
$8 
Step? 
Before After 
"l ^  " V52\ 
Zj2 •» Ug 
Ï5 -. Ï3X323 Ï5 Y3X323 
StepS 
Before After 
%2i4. 
*52i|. " ^52^  
Z32 - *  Ug  %2 •*  ^2  
-+ Y3X323 Y5 "* Y3X323 
Step39 and 10 do not apply to any of the productions 
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Steoll 
Before After 
\ •* V^ 21|. \ " %2i4. 
5^2ii. "* ^ 52\ 
Z^ 2 2^ 5^2 "* 2^ 
** ^ 3^ 323 Y^  -» Y3X323 
X323 •• Z32T3 X323 -* Z32T3 
Z32 -» Ug Z32 -* U2 
Y3 . Y^ Tg Y3 - Y^ Tg 
U2 - Yi,U3 2^ - %3 
3^ " ^3 
1^^  -* Zr2^ 6 \ -
Zr2 -* ^ 2 Zj,2 -• U2 
U3 -» 2^^ 228 U3 -* ^ 2^ 228 
%228 "* ^ 22^ 8 %228 "* ^ 22^ 8 
2^2 2^ Z22 -* ^ 2 
Yg.T^ Y2-T7 
U2-U3 Ug -* U3 
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Stevl2 
Before After 
"i •* ^ 5^ 5% "1 ""^ 5*524 
*521). "* *521* "• ^ Sz\ 
Z52 - «2 5^2 "* "2 
5^ V323 ÏJ -» %3%323 
*323 3^2^ 3 *323 •* Z32F3 
Z32 Ug 232 -» Og 
Ï3 - Ï3 -. 
Ï. -T^  
2^ - %3 "2 - VWO 
*W0 •* h3 
\3 " "3 \3 " "3 
\ % -
\Z - "2 Zr2 - "2 
Uj -» ^ 2*22S U, -* Y2*228 
*228 •* ^ 22^ 8 *228 "* 222F8 
Z22 -> Ug Z22 •* "2 
Ï2 Y2-T^ 
"2 •* "3 "2 -«3 
Steps 13, lii-, 15, l6, 17 and l8 can be applied simultane­
ously because they involve mutually exclusive productions. 
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Production 
Before Step No, Number After 
% " %21|.  ^ "l " ^5X524 
2^k - h2\  ^ *524 -
18 3 X524 •* ^ 53\ 
Z52 - "a 4 252 - ffg 
' 16 5 z^3 "* 
5^ "* ^ 3^ 323 6 5^ "* ^ 3^ 323 
X, 4. 2,2%* 7 )^;23 < Z32T3 
• 18 8 Xsp^ "* 
Z32 - Ug 9 Z32 ^  Ug 
16 10 Z33 -» U3 
Y3 -» 11 Y3 - ^1^ 2 
Y^  -» 12 1^ 1^ 
"2 " V430 2^ "* Vwo 
\30 "* \3  ^ \30 "* \3 
\3 " ^3 Z43 - ^ 3 
\ - ^r2^ 6 
Ill- 17 ïl^-2p3T6 
Zr2 - "2 1® r^2 " "2 
" 13 19 Zj.3 t U3 
V3 -. ïgXggg 20 V3 - Ï2X228 
%228 "* ^ 22'''8  ^ *228 "* ^ 22^ 8 
18 22 2^2g •* ^ 23^ 8 
Z22 " "2 23 Z22 - "2 
" 16 21}. Z23 -* "U3 
Yg -t Xy 25 Yg Ty 
U2 -* U3 19 deleted 
26 U3 -* 
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To find the set of values for r to be used in productions 
16, 17, 18 and 19, it is necessary to trace back to Stepl|. to 
find out which is used for defining r. r is found to be 
based on U2 because it was the left part of the production 
rules 3 and i}. may be applied to more than one production 
creating more than one r. An easy way to keep track of the 
r's and which U's they are defined by, is to replace the r 
by the negative subscript of U. Productions 16, 17» I8 and 
19 would appear as follows; 
The use of the negative subscript at Steps 3 and l|. avoids the 
the procedure for finding the X function was shown in a pre­
vious section, only the results are shown here for r and the 
productions of forms 1^., 5 and 9 in Figure I8. 
r is found to have the values 2, 3 and The replacing 
of r in productions 16, 17, 16 and 19 results in the creation 
of twelve productions. As in the previous transition matrix 
of Figure li|., the state is added to the transition matrix 
for initializing the state stack. If the £ (Y^ ) is an ençty 
set, then it is necessary to let Y = YQ because the state 
when Stepl}. was applied In general. 
problem ÔX tracing back and the problem of multiple r's. Since 
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stack Is always inltlllzed with YQ. Figure 2? shows the re­
sults of applying the conditions shown In Figure 18 for the 
productions in forma 1;, 5 and 9. Figure 28 shows the final 
form of the grammar ready for creating a transition matrix. 
Figure 27. Results of applying £ functions 
Construction of the Recognizer 
The recognizer consists of a set of routines for making 
reductions and a transition matrix. The transition matrix 
contains a set of control routine numbers and is uaou to 
select the correct routine to execute the reduction. A row 
of the matrix is assigned to each Y and Z and a column of the 
matrix Is assigned to each U and T, 
The procaas uses a stack called STACK with a pointer S 
to store Y>s and Z<s, and a table called TABLE with a pointer 
T to store the Uts and T*s. The top element of STACK and the 
element of TABLE indicated by T are used as row and column 
subscripts of the transition matrix to determine the control 
routine to be executed. The control routine makes a reduction 
Form Production Set Result 
9 
5 
14. 
12 
11*. 
25 
26 
61& 
Froduetion 
Hunger Froduetion 
1 Zgg -* Ug for Y = Yg 
2 Z23 -* U3 for Y = Yg 
3 Z32 -* Ug for Y = Y3 
I4. Z33 -» U3 for Y = Y3 
5 Z|^ 3 -* U3 for Y = Y^  
6 Z^ 2 "* ^ 2 
7 Z^ 3 -> U3 for Y = Y^  
9 ^2 - VWO 
10 U3 -* ^ 2^ 228 
11 a. T. for Y = (Y2,Y.,Yk,Y^ ) 
12 Y^  -» for Y « YQ 
13 Yg -* for Y = (Y2,Y3,Y|^ ,Y^ ) 
11; Y3 -» Yj^ Tg 
\ " hzh 
\ - 232^ 6 
17 \ " 252^ 6 
1® \ - W6 
19 Yi^  - Z33T6 
-il. -^ 3-6 
21 Y^  "* ^ 3^ 323 
2^28 "* ^ 22^ 8 
23 2^28 ^  ^23^ 8 
2k X323 -* Z32T3 
25 X323 -» Z33T3 
26 \^ o •" -W 
27 X^ 21^  "+ 
28 X^ 21(. "* 253!^  
Figur» 28. Grammar eîxenple for transition matrix 
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by performing operations on the STACK and TABLE, such as 
adding or deleting symbols. TABLE is initialized with the 
incoming string of source elements with the first element in 
the first location of TABLE. 
In the development of the control routine consider the 
sentential form as being represented by the contents of STACK 
concatenated with the contents of TABLE from location T to the 
end of the source element string. The production to be applied 
to the sentential form is determined by the symbol at the top 
of STACK and the symbol in location T of TABLE. In the sent­
ential form they are actually adjacent symbols. The STACK 
symbol is a or 2^^ and the TABLE symbol is a or T^. If 
the production •* T^ is to be applied to a sentential form 
s^ then S = S+1; STACK(S) = T = T+1; would create the new 
sentential form s^^^^ resulting from the application of the 
production -» T^, Y^ -* Z^jT_ can be applied by STAGK(S) = 
Yj^; T = T+1;, is already on top of STACK so It is re­
placed In the sentential form with Y^^. Letting T = T+1 takes 
the T_ out of the sentential form, U. -+ Z.,T_ can be applied 
m 1 hj m 
by S = 8-1; TABLENT) = U^;. S = S-1 takes out of the 
sentential form and TABLE(t) = replaces T^ with in the 
sentential form. The two productions -* Z^jmpm 
Yi -» can be applied by S = S-1; STACK(S) = T = T+1; 
which is equivalent to replacing in the sentential 
form by Y^., 
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Figure 29 shows a set of control routines for the pro­
ductions of Figure 18. The control routines RT6, RT7, RT8 
and RT9 apply a unique sequence of two productions at one 
time. This saves having X in the transition matrix and re­
duces the number of steps in a parse. The control routine 
RT2 applies a unique sequence of two productions to save steps 
in a parse. 
If the productions of Figure 28 are to be used in a re­
cognizer, each production would require its own control routine 
similar to one of the routines shown in Figure 29. In the 
routines of Figure 29, each routine stores only one symbol 
(the left part of the appropriate production) in TABLE or 
STACK. The control routines are the same for productions of 
the same form except for the symbol that is stored. To save 
constructing a large number of control routines, this symbol 
is stored in the transition matrix along with the control 
routine number. 
Figures 30 and 31 show the transition matrix and control 
routines for the set of productions in Figure 28. INFO is a 
matrix used to reference the symbols in the transition matrix. 
In the implementatlon INFO contains an integer corresponding 
to each symbol in the transition matrix of Figure 30. The 
following is a description of how the integer values are 
assigned in INFO. If the symbol is a U or T the number of 
the column in the transition matrix corresponding to that 
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ProductIons Routines 
: ^ 
RTl; S = S+1; STACK(S) = T = T+1; 
RT2; S = S+1; STACK(S) = T = T+lj 
RT3: S = S+1; STACK(S) = Y^ ; T = T+1; 
6 m 
RTl].î STACK(S) = Yj^ ; T = T+1; 
7 - yjtm 
RT5: S = S-1; TABLE(T) = U^ ; 
RT6: S = 8-2; TABLE(T) = Uj_; 
\jm "* 1^ •* ^ h^ hjm 
RT?: S = 8-1; STACK(S) = Y^ ; T = T+1 
RTS: S = 8-2; T = T-1; TABLE(T) = U^ ; 
9'^  %hjO ^  \y K^^ hjO 
RT9: S = S-1; STACK(S) = Y^ ,'; 
10 -* m 
RTIO: STAGK(S) = Y,; T = T+l; 
RTll: S = S-1; TABLECT) = U^ ; \i\ 
Figure 29. Control routines for productions of Figure l8 
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Vg , tf] , Tl , *2 , 6^ . ^7^ ^6 
0^ 8 1,?% 
2.1j 
2^ 1*%22 &#%23 1,223 1,Ï2 
1,2^ 2 l,2jj l.Zjj 1,Ï2 
l.Zl^  1,Ï2 
ifZ^ a 1,2„ 1,Ï2 
Z22 2^ 4 4,0^  
2.14 IV.Uj 
Z^ 2 S,ïs 
5.ïp 
\} 6,02 Ma 6,02 Ma 
2.ïl^  
Zgj., lf.Uj 
Figure 30. Transition matrix for productions of Figure 28 
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CONTROL: I « STAOK(S) f  
J « TABLE(T); 
00 TO LABM(M(I,J))| 
RTlî S = 8+1; STACK(S) = INPO(I,J)j 
T = T+lx GO TO CONTROL: 
RT2% STA0K(3) = INPO(I,J)| T = T+1; 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RT3: S = S-1; TABLE(T) = INPO(I,J); 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RTl^ .: S « 8-2; TABLB(T) = INPO(I,J)î 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RT5: S = S-l; STACK(3) = IHPO(I,J); 
T = T+1; GO TO CONTROL; 
RT6: S = 8-2; T = T-1; 
TABLE(T) = INPO(I,J); GO TO CONTROL; 
RT7: 8 « 8-1; STAOK(S) = INPO(I,J); 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RTd: SUCCESSFUL PARSE; 
Figure 31. Control routine# for production# of Figure 28 
Productlonfa) Routine Prodnotlon( # l  Routine 
1 1 8,3 5 
1 9,2 6 
5 1 9.3 7 
6 2 10 2 
7 3 11 3 
8,2 k 
Figure 32. Production foras and control routines 
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symbol is used. For example, the integer 5 is is used for 
Tg because it heads the column. If the symbol is a Y or Z, 
the number of the row in the transition matrix corresponding 
to that symbol is used. 
The control routine numbers are in a matrix M which is 
used as a subscript for a PL/1 label vector. It has been stated 
that EOG- productions of the same form can use the seme control 
routine if the symbol to be stored is placed in INFO. However, 
on examining Figure 29 some of the control routines for dif­
ferent EOG productions are the same except for the symbol they 
store. For example, RTl, RT2 and RT3 are the same except for 
the symbol they store. The routines that are the same in 
Figure 29, except for the symbol to be stored, are combined 
and the results are shown in Figure 31. The list in Figure 32 
shows the relationship between the eleven forms of the pro­
ductions of Figure I8 and the routines of Figure 31. 
Figure 33 shows the parse of the sentence T^^TgTyT^T^T^^ 
TgT^r^T), in the EOG, YQ is placed in STACK and S and T are 
set equal to one initially. If the contents of STACK and 
TABLE shown in Figure 33 are concatenated, the resulting 
strings would represent the sentential forms produced In 
ducing the sentence to the starting symbol At each point 
the left most prime phrase and the symbol to which it is to be 
reduced is determined by the top of STACK and the entry in 
TABLE. 
1 
2 
3 
k 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
111-
15 
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Routine S T STACK TABLE 
1 2 3 il- 5 6 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9  10 
1 1 1 0^ 
2 2 2 Vl 
1 2 3 V3 •^7HVlV3h\ 
1 3 4 
2 k 5 
1 k 6 
6 5 7 %T2%A3 Hhh\ 
1 3 6 ?0V2 ^2^6hh\ 
k k 7 ?0%3%2%22 TgTjT^ Tl^  
1 2 7 % V3"A 
5 3 8 V3^ 33 
1 2 9 % 
k 3 10 
8 1 10 
^0 "1 
BRMCH TO SUCCESSFUL PARSE 
Figure 33. parse of sentence 2^2"^7^1^6^1^8^3^1^!). 
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To perform semantic operations using the recognizer of 
Figures 30 and 31, it is necessary to add to the transition 
matrix semantic routine numbers. The control section would 
first branch to the semantic routine indicated in the trans­
ition matrix and then branch back to one of the control 
routines in Figure 31. 
Because of the empty spaces in the transition matrix of 
Figure 30 the nonenpty spaces are stored in a list structure. 
Figure 3i|. shows the list structure storage for the transition 
matrix in Figure 30. The elements of the matrix are stored 
in the list by row. The elements within a row are not nec­
essarily stored in the order in which they appeared in the 
matrix. Integer values are assigned to the U's and T's as 
shown below: 
Symbol U^ T^iTgT^ Tj^ T^ T^ Tg 
Value I23lt56789 10 
The following is a description of how the location of an 
element within a row is obtained. The value associated with 
U or T of that column is divided by the total number of non­
empty entries in that row. The remainder is used as a dis­
placement from the beginning of the row in the list. The 
number of locations reserved for a row in the list equals the 
number of nonempty entries in that row. If two or more ele­
ments in a row have the same remainder the additional elements 
are placed in the leftover locations and chained to the 
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LINE HO, TV N CHN BRNR INFOS INFO 
1 0^ 1^ k 2 0 1 3 
a 
'^l 1 2 0 8 
3 1^ l2 1 0 2 "3 8 
4 2^ 1^ 4 ll. 0 1 2^3 21 
S h 9 4 0 1 2^ k 
6 
"2 2 4 0 1 2^2 19 
7 3^ 3 0 1 Z23 21 
8 
^^ 3 1^ k k 0 1 3^3 25 
9 
'7 9 h 0 1 2^ 
10 2^ 2 k 0 1 
CV
J 23 
11 
"3 3 k 0 1 3^3 25 
12 % "3 3 3 m. 1 27 
13 1^ i|. 3 0 1 k^3 27 
14 7^ 9 3 0 1 Ï2 k 
IS % 1^ k 0 1 5^3 33 
16 7^ 9 k 0 1 Ï2 
17 
''2 2 k 0 1 
CM 31 
18 
"3 3 k 0 1 2$3 33 
Figure 31}-. List struoture.. 
n 
LINE NO. TV N CM BRNR INFOS INFO 
19 2^2 "^ 6 8 2 20 2 12 
20 8^ 10 2 0 4 3^ 3 
21 2^3 6^ 8 2 22 2 I^f 12 
22 8^ 10 2 0 k 3^ 3 
23 
'32 3^ 6 2 24 S 5^ 15 
24 6^ 8 2 0 2 12 
2$ Z33 6 2 26 5 15 
26 6^ 8 2 0 2 12 
27 6^ 8 if 0 6 "2 2 
28 8^ 10 il- 0 6 2^ 2 
29 
"3 6 If 29 
6 2^ 2 
30 7 4 0 6 2^ 2 
31 
'52 6^ 8 2 0 2 i^f 12 
32 7 2 0 if 
"1 1 
33 
'53 6^ 8 2 0 2 ?if 
12 
31j. 7 2 0 if *1 i 
Figure 31}. (continued) 
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original location, using the vector CHN, In Figure 31). the 
vector TV contains the integer value corresponding to a 
particular U or T, N contains the number of nonen^ty elements 
in the row, BRNR contains the number of the control routine 
from the transition matrix and INFOS contains the symbols from 
the transition matrix to be used in the control routines. The 
integer numbers in INFO are put in after all the other entries 
in the list are completed, Tha following 1$ a description of 
how the integer values for INFO are determined. 
If the symbol in INFOS is a Y or Z then put the line 
number corresponding to that symbol in INFO. If the symbol is 
a U, put the integer value associated with U in INFO. 
Figure 35 shows the control section using the vectors 
described in Figure 34# The list structure shown in Figure 3K 
also contains (but not shown) a vector of numbers (BRNS) re­
ferring to semantic routines that are to be executed. BRANCHS 
and BRNCHR are PL/1 label vectors containing the names of the 
semantic and control routines. Each semantic routine has at 
the end a GO TO BRNCHR{BRNRCJZ) ) statement for branching to 
the correct control routine. The control routines in Figure 35 
are the same as those in Figure 31» only rewritten to share 
some common instructions. In Figure 35, TABLE is not init­
ialized with the string of Incoming source elements, but the 
elements are placed in the TABLE one at a time as they are 
needed. The variable FLAG is used to control this process. 
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CONTROL: JZ = 3TACK(S) + MOD(TABLE(T),N(STACK(S))): 
LOOPL: IF TV(JZ) a TABLE(T) THEN GO TO BRANGHS(BRN3(JZ)); 
JZ = CHN(JZ); 
IP JZ = 0 THEN GO TO ERRORX; 
GO TO LOOPL 
RXTL: S = 8+1; 
RXT2: STACK(S) = INPO(JZ) 
T = T+lj 
IF FLAG = 1 THEN TABLE(T) = SGANR; 
ELSE FLAG = 1; 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RXT3; S = S-1; 
TABLB(T) = INPO(JZ); 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RXTl^ : T = T+1; 
TABLE(T) = SCANR; 
RXT5: S = S-1; 
STACK(S) = INFO(JZ) 
GO TO CONTROL; 
RXT6: T = T-1; 
FLAG = 0; 
RXT7: S = S-2; 
TABLE(T) = INFO(JZ); 
GO TO CONTROL; 
Figure 35. Control routine using list structure 
The control section of Figure 35 is used in the recognizer 
of the Ten Statement FORTRAN con^ iler shown in Appendix A. 
This control section is fixed and will be the same for any 
compiler using the Expandable Compiler (EC) design. 
The EC design presented here has been improved over the 
TMG design in that it has reduced the number of control 
routines and the storage size for the transition matrix. 
This has been done at the es^ ense of having to do some 
searching for the correct control routine. In the exaitQ)l© 
the average number of search is about 1.2, assuiaing each line 
has an equal probability of being selected. The EC dosign 
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also can bo easily changed because a system of computer pro­
grams have been written that will build the following TV, N, 
CH, INFO, BRNR, and BRNS from a description of the language. 
The following la a descriptive summary of the six vectors to 
be used In the expanded compiler design. 
Vector Name Description 
TV TV contains the integer values corresponding 
to particular U's and T's to be compared 
against present value of TABLE for a match 
N N contains the number of nonempty elements 
in a row. 
CHN CHN is used to chain entries together with 
a common remainder 
BRNR BRNR contains the number of the control 
routine to be branched to. 
INFO INFO contains the integer values to be 
stored in TABLE or STACK by the control 
routines. 
BRNS BRNS contains the number of the semantic 
routine to be branched to. 
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CHAPTER 17. PROPERTIES OP THE EXPANDED OPERATOR GRAMMAR 
In this chapter It is shown that any production in the 
expanded operator grammar must be one of eleven forms. The 
eleven forms of the EOG- are those generated by the nineteen 
steps in Chapter III and they are shown in Figure l8. The 
symbols used in the forms are the TJ's and T's of the original 
OG and the Y's, Z»s and X's generated for the EOG, The 
conditions are established to guarantee an unambiguous parse 
of a sentence in the EOG. The sentential forms of the EOG 
that can occur in the canonical parse of a sentence are do= 
scribed. It is also shown that all the sentences of the 
language that can be parsed in the original OG can also be 
parsed in the EOG, provided the EOG is unambiguous. 
The Eleven Forms of a Production in the EOG 
In this section it win 00 shown that if the steps for 
contructing an EOG are applied to an arbitraz^ y production in 
an operator graimar the resulting productions in the EOG 
must be one of the forms shown in Figure 36b. Any production 
from the original OG must be in one of the forms of Figure 36a, 
1.1 U. T^  
1.2 U 
1.3 u 
l,l\. U 
1.5 U 
- Vn 
- Ym 
- "jVn 
Figure 36a, Production forms in original OG 
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1. h^j 
2. 
"i %jm 
3. i^ 
k* 
^i^\ 
6. 
7. i^ 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. h " 
Figure 36b, Eleven EOG f orms 
The approach Is to start out with the forms in Figure 36a 
and state which steps are applicable to each form. After, the 
application of the steps, new forms are created. Steps are 
again applied to the new forms. The proceas is rapsatsd until 
all steps have been applied for the procedure given. The re­
maining forms should all be the EOG forms described in 
Figure 36b, 
Form 1=1 la already one of the eleven forms arid no steps 
apply to it. 
Form 1.3 is deleted in step 19 but is required in steps 
13* li|., 1^ , 16, 17 and l8 before It is deleted. Steps 13 
through l8 create productions from productions already in the 
EOG form. The new production is In the same form as the 
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original EGG form, therefore, it is not necessary to be con­
cerned with form 1.3 or steps 13 through l8. 
To aid in the discussion, the intermediate forms a pro­
duction may take are denoted by the step number applicable to 
it. These are called non-EOQ forms and are shown in Figure 37* 
u 
" Vn (1) 
u 
" Wn (2,6,10) 
u 
"Ym (3) 
u (W 
u ^rj^m®n (5) 
u 
" VjVe (7) 
u VhJVe (8) 
u 
^h^3ra®n (9) 
u (11) 
u 
" Vh j (12) 
Figure 37. Non-EOG forms 
The forms in Figure 36b are called E0& forms. Figure 38 
shows the possible results when steps 1 and 2 are applied to 
the form 1.2 in Figure 36a. An (*) denotes that the form is 
an EGG form. Since step 2 is applied until there are no more 
productions of that form, there are only two non-EOG forms 
created, (11) and (7). Figure 39a shows that the application 
of step 3 to the form l.i*. in Figure 36a creates two EOG forms. 
Figure 39b shows that the application of steps k and 5 to 
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Step 1 
" \Vn (2) 
"i ^  w 
°a-Vn'i> "i-'Vj (11) 
"i-VjVe 
Step 2 
"1 " Wn (2) 
V. JM - V m  (It) 
h " V j  (11) 
"1 " VjVe (?) 
\ " V m  (# )  
Figure 38. Steps 1 and 2 applied 
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Step 3 
Zr3 - (Tj (*) 
a,-»o,T„(3)  -  'J  •> 
 ^™ U, ^  Z .T 1 " "rj^ 'iu 
Figure 39a. Step 3 applied 
Step if. 
Step 5 
Z,J - Uj (*) 
'n 
'rf. ( » )  
"i " Wn (6 )  
«1 
- Vm (« )  
-i - V: (11) 
"i - VjVe (7 )  
Figure 39%, Steps 3» 1^- and $ applied 
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form 1,5 creates forms (6), (7) and (11), The rule for step 6 
is the same as step 2 shown in Figure 38 which creates forms 
(7) and (11). Therefore, after the application of the first 
six steps the only non-EOG productions are in the form of (7) 
and (11). 
Figure IfO shows the application of steps 7, 8, 9 to form 
(7). The results are non-EOG forms (10), (11) and (7). Since 
step 10 is applied until there are no more productions of 
form 10, there are only two non-EOG- forms remaining, forms 
(11) and (7). The sequence of steps 7, 8, 9» 10 are repeated 
until there are no more productions of form (7). 
Figure l^ JL shows the application of steps 11 and 12 which 
results in the creation of three BOG forms. There are no more 
non-EOG forms remaining after step 12. 
step 7 
Step 8 
Stop 9 
at 
- VhjVa (8) 
"i - Wn (9) 
"j - "i - '*) 
\3» ^ \j\ (*) 
"l - -
(*) 
'i (*) 
'l - \Vn (10)  
"l (11) 
"l " VjVe (7 )  
Figure iLO, Steps 7, 8 and 9 applied 
es 
step 11 
"i - Vjdi) 
"i-Vh] (121 
Step 12 
\jo-2h3 W 
"l •* ^ h^ jO (*' "i -
Figure 1^ 1, Steps 11 and 12 applied 
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Conditions for an Unambiguous EOG 
Sufficient conditions are given for an BOG to be unam­
biguous, A proof is given that the conditions suffice for 
parsing or recognizing sentences of the EOG-, The recognizor 
Is of the left-to-right bottom-up variety which consists of 
reducing a sentence to the symbol U^ . 
The EOG has productions of one of the forms given In 
Figure k.2. 
Figure lj.2. Eleven forms of the EGG productions 
From Figure 1^ .2 any possible prime phrase of the EOG 
must have one of the forms in Figure 
Figure lt.3. Possible prime phrâses for EOG 
Let V represent the set of (U, X, Y, Z) which are non­
terminal symbols of the EOG, Let SQ be the sentence to be 
"hj "j 
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analyzed. If 3^ contains one or more prime phrases, replace 
the left most prime phrase by the appropriate V^, yielding 
the sentential form s^. Iterate the procedure at each step 
replacing the left most prime phrase of s^ by some Vj to 
obtain s^^^. For an unambiguous parse the process must in 
a finite number of steps result in s^ = U^, 
To reduce a sentence of N symbols to s^ = would imply 
that productions with two symbols in their right part must be 
applied (N-1) times. To make the reduction process finite it 
is necessary to show that the reduction of a single symbol to 
a single symbol can take place only a fixed number of times. 
Figure Reduction of single symbols in EOG 
Figure W*. is derived from the productions in Figure I42 
to show the paths a single symbol reduction to a single symbol 
can take. The paths are labeled with the production numbers. 
The bottom line shows the symbols in a circle to which the top 
symbols are reduced and each of these must be combined with 
the symbol in the box to make further reduction. The longest 
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path of single symbol reductions before a two symbol reduction 
must be made Is =» of length three. The 
next step must reduce which Is a reduction of one symbol 
from s^  to four steps. Therefore, If a sentence of N 
symbols la to be reduced to s^  = the maximum number of 
steps Is ij. (H-l), 
A grammar Is unambiguous grammar If It can be shown that 
the three requirements of Figure i|.5 are true. 
1. The parse must in a finite number of 
steps result In s^  = 
2. There exists a unique left most prime 
phrase in s^  at each step of the parse, 
3. The that replaces the left most prime 
phrase is also unique at each step of 
the parse. 
Figure Requirements for an unambiguous grammar 
It has already been shown that the EGG must parse in a 
finite number of steps. Conditions are now stated for the 
EOGr, which will allow the EOG to n»et the requirements 2 and 
3 of Figure l\$. If an SOG- is generated from an OG- and meets 
the conditions given, it will be shown that the conditions 
are sufficient to guarantee the £0G is unambiguous. 
Condition 1, For each pair of Yj and T^ , only one of 
the four following ÉOG- productions may exist in the EOG, 
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(1.1) -* such that Yj€f,(U^ ) 
(1.2) such that Y^ €£(Y^ ) 
(1.3) 
(l.W Ui < Yjim 
Furthermore, if the one production that exists in the EOQ- is 
(1.1) or (1.1+) then there rauat be only one such Uj^ , If the 
one production that exists in the EOG is (1.3) or (1,2) there 
must be only one such Y^ . 
Condition 2. For each pair of and T^ , only one of 
the following four BOG productions may exist in the EOG. 
(2.1) aueh that 
(2.2) 
(2-3) Ï1 -
(2-W "l - \} \  
Furthermore, if the one production that exists in the EOG is 
(2.1) or (2.2) there must be only one such or 
This is time by oonstruotlon because the subscripts of the X 
reflect the subscripts of the right part of the production. 
If the one production that exists in the EOG is (2.3) or 
(2.1+), there may be only one such Y^  or U^ . 
Condition 3. For each pair of Y^  and only one of 
the two EOG productions listed below may exist ^  the EOG, 
(3.1) Di-ïAjm 
(3.2) 
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Furthermore, if the one production that exists in the EOQ-
is (3.1), there must be only one and if the one production 
is (3.2),there must be only one 
Condition if. For each pair of and Uj only one of the 
single EOG productions listed below may exist in the EOG. 
(l^ -.l) . -» Uj such that Y^ ef(Uj) 
Furthermore, if the production (%^ 1) exists in the BOG, there 
must be only one This is true by construction of the 
EOG because the subscripts of the Z matches the subscripts 
of the Y and u pair. Condition I), is true by construction 
because there are no productions to conflict with Z^ j^ Uj. 
Condition 1+ is stated here only so the fact can be used later. 
Some of the productions in the EOG may not meet the four 
conditions stated. This means that the reduction to-be made 
is not uniquely determined and not that the original OG is 
ambiguous. Some methods of circumventing these difficulties 
are presented in a later section. 
It will now be shown that if conditions 1, 2, 3 and ij. 
hold In the EOG, the EOG la unambiguous. First, (a sen­
tential form) la aasuraed to be one of the forma shown in 
Figure The possible prims phrases for each sentential 
form are also shown in Figure I4. 6 ,  
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Sentential Forms Possible Prime Phrases 
1. % ••• W2 \ Vl'Tl 
2. % ••• ^ h^ hjVa ••• ^ m h^j^ i'^ hj 
3. % ••• WjmVa ••• ^ m %jm 
4. % ••• Wl^ 2 ••• \ *1 
Figure ij.6. Sentential forms in a canonical parse 
in the BOO 
All the productions that are applicable in Figure 1}2 are 
applied to Sj, to obtain all possible forms of s^ ^^ . 
Figure if.? shows forms for s,^ .^ 
Production 
Sentential Forms Applied 
(1.1) % # # # Vh+1^ 2 • •• \ 5 
(1.2) % • • • W2 ••• \ k 
(1.3) % 9  »  9  V1V2 • •• \ 6 
(1.4) 9  9  9  V1V2 • •• ^ m 7 
(2.1) % 9  9  9  %jm^ 2 • •• \ 8 
(2.2) % 9  9 *  Wi m^ 9 
(2.3) % 9 9 9  Vh+1^ 2 • •• "^ m 10 
(2.W V2 •  9 9  W2 ••• 11 
(3.1) % 9  9  9  h^-iVi • •• ^ m 2 
(3.2) % 9 9 9  VIVI • •• ^ m 3 
(4.1) V2 9 9 9  Vhi^ l •• • ^ m 1 
Figure I4.7, Sentential forms after application of productions 
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By renumbering the aubacripta the forms arrived at for 
are the same aa for 
In the reoognlzer, YQ is placed at the start of each 
incoming symbol string before beginning the parae. 
For the aentence 
3 = Tll2'^ 3 ... 
°0 ' 
3Q haa one of the forms ahowb. in Figure 1|.6, therefore, it has 
been ahown by induction that all the a^ 'a are in the forma 
shown in Figure i{.6. 
The four sentential forms of Figure 1^ 6 are the only ones 
Which can occur during the parsing procesa. If each con­
dition is applied to its corresponding sentential form in 
Figure l|.6, that is, condition 1 to sentential form 1, con­
dition 2 to sentential form 2, etc., each condition guarantees 
for its corresponding sentential form that the left most prime 
phrase can be uniquely determined and also that the symbol to 
which that phrase is reduced is unique. Therefore, the EOG 
is unambiguous, if it meets conditions 1, 2, 3 and i{.. 
The sentential forms of Figure I4.6 are of interest because 
they show which symbols may appear pair wis© in a sentential 
form. They show that no Z's appear to the left of U'a or Y's 
and that no U's appear to the right of Z'a. These facts were 
used earlier to establish additional conditions for pro­
ductions with only one symbol on the right part of a pro­
duction. The sentential forms show that there may be only 
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one Z, U, or X in a sentential form. 
Since the sentential forma of Figure 1^ 6 represent the 
concatenation of the STACK and part of the TABLE, it shows 
that the Z»s can only exist on top of the STACK, and the 
U's can only exist as the first element of TABLE. Because 
the X's are never used in the recognizer of Chapter III, 
sentential form 3 of Figure ij.6 never exists in a computer 
parse. The X's are avoided by applying a unique sequence 
of two productions at one time. 
The sentential forms of Figure 1}.9 are based strictly 
on a canonical parse in the BOG of a sentence. The rec­
ognizer of Chapter III Induces sentences using a canonical 
parse in the EOG, therefore, the canonical parse is the only 
parse of interest here. 
Relationship Between EOG and Original OG 
It is iiïq)ortant in the development of the EOG that the 
EOG is derived such that all the sentences defined by the 
original OG can also be parsed in the EOG. The above state­
ment is shown in this section to be true, if the EOG is 
unambiguous. Aise It Is sho^ n in this ee«tlon that if the 
EOG is unambiguous, then the corresponding OG is also unam­
biguous. 
The following statements are used to ezplain the re­
lationship between the OG and the co3?respending EOG, The 
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statements are called lemmas and follow from the construction 
of the EOG and from the fact that the EOG Is unambiguous. 
Lemma 1« For each production of the OG Uj^  -• s^  where s^  Uj 
there exists a unique set of productions  ^
the EOG such that s^  reduces into Uj^  (U^  * s^ ) if the EOG 
is unambiguous. 
The s^  is an arbitrary string of U's and T's with no 
U's adjacent, A parse to reduce s^  to the symbol Uj^  is per­
formed by applying a set of EOG productions (P^ jPg,,,,,P^ ). 
To apply a production P^  at the ith step means to replace 
the right part of Pj in s^  by the left part of Pj to give a 
new form s^ ^^ . The P^ 's are productions of the form shown 
in Figure l|2 and their right parts are one of the six phrases 
shown in Figure ii.3. 
The flow chart in Figure lf.8 is designed to show for any 
arbitrary s^ , except js^  = Uj, what the set of EOG productions 
will be for reducing s to U,,. The flow chart scans the H A, 
string of U's and T's of from left to right, applying EOG 
productions to the intermediate s^ 's until the last s^  ^is Uj^ . 
If the first symbol in iâ a x, the flow chart starts at 
the top left side, and if it is a U, the flow chart starts 
at the bottom left side. The boxes in the flow chart show 
the intermediate s^ 's before and after the application of the 
EOG production along with the EOG production applied. The 
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flow chart insures that the parses of are canonical parses. 
is an arbitrary (possibly empty) string of U's and T's 
with no U's adjacent. 
The step numbers shown are those from Chapter III for 
the EOG- production or productions are created. The flow chart 
can also be viewed as a method of creating the EOG- productions 
corresponding to a single production in an operator grammar. 
The word END is used in the flow chart to indicate there are 
no more U's or T»s in s^ . Figure 1^ 9 shows the results of 
applying the flow chart to the OG production Ug-» T^ U^ T2T|^ U^ T^  
to obtain the equivalent set of EOG productions. 
Although Figure i|.8 shows a set of EOG productions for 
reducing s^  into the question can be asked, is it the 
only set of productions in the total EOG that will do so? 
The total EOG is all the EOG productions created for all the 
productions in the OG, If there was a second set of EOG 
productions for reducing s^  into then some sentences in 
the language could be parsed in more than one way with re­
spect to the EOG, This violates the fact that the EOG is 
unambiguous, therefore, the set of EOG productions created 
in Figure Ij.8 is unique. 
Suppose an OG had productions of the form -» Uj, 
Since the EOG has no productions of the form  ^Uj, how 
can the EOG parse sentences generated from the OG? Let 
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Next 
Symbol ,Step(s) "i 
Production(s) 
iTo Be Applied *1+1 i h 
5^ Start Ve 
"3 1 V3S 2 1 
•^ 2 7,8 W2®e "13 " ^3 Vl32®e 3 1 
X^ 32 t 
\ 9 Y2 w 2 
% 2 Ws'e Ï3 - We $ 3 
7>8 23^  . 3^^ 359®© 6 3 
%9 3^^ 9 
END END 3^%9 Ug . 2^ 3 
Figure 49» EOG productiona equivalent to Ug -* 
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OGl represent the original OG and let 0G2 be a new OG 
created from OGl, For every production in OGl with a in 
it and a production Uj^  -» add a new production of the 
same form with replaced by For example, if OGl is as 
follows: 
2^ 
u. Ur 
then 0G2 would be as follows; 
- V3"3 
"l " «3^ 5 
Ui Y3% 
The new OG accepts the same set of sentences in the language 
as the original OG, The EOG reflects the productions of the 
new OG. In actual implementation the additions by sub­
stitution are made in the EOG and not in the original OG. 
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Lenma 2. If the EOG is unauibiguous, the corresponding OG 
must also be unambiguous. 
It is assumed that the OG is ambiguous, therefore, 
there exists at least one sentence s in the language for 
which there are two different sets of productions (0^ ,02,*..,^ %) 
and (I^ ,L2,..,,L^ ) in the OG that represent a canonical parse 
of s. Because of Lemma 1, a unique set of EOG productions 
can replace each of the 0 and L productions, giving two can­
onical parses of s with respect to the EOG, This violates the 
condition that the EOG is unambiguous^  therefore, the OG must 
be unambiguous. 
Lemma 3. Every sentence that can be parsed in the original OG 
can also be parsed in the EOG, if the EOG is unambiguous. 
As shown in Lemma 2, if the EOG is unambiguous, then 
the OG is unambiguous. If the OG is unambiguous then there 
is a unique set of productions (0^ ,02». • •»0^ ) in the OG that 
performs a canonical parse of every sentence defined by the 
OG. Because of Lemma 1, a unique set of EOG productions can 
be substituted for eash 0 giving a tmique canonical parse in 
the EOG of every sentence defined by the original OG. 
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CHAPTER V, IMPLEMENTATION 
The fxmctional units of the Expandable Oompiler (EC) are 
shown in Figure $0, The EC design is that of a table driven 
compiler because it uses a table of vectors and a fixed set 
of control routines in the recognizer. 
RECOGNIZER 
Control Routine 
Table of Vectors 
SCANNER 
SEMANTIC 
ROUTINES 
Figure 50, Functional units of expandable compiler 
The recognizer acts as a main program calling the scanner 
and semantic routines as they are needed. The scanner and 
semantic routines are hand coded by the compiler writer as 
described in Chapter II, The control routine for the rec­
ognizer is that described in Figure 35» The table of vectors 
for the recognizer is created "by a system of computer pro­
grams called XPAND, XPAND builds the six vectors, TV, N, 
CHN, BRNR, INFO, and BRNS described in Chapter III. These 
vectors are used by the control routine in the recognizer 
to control the parsing process. 
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Construction of the Tables 
XPAND accepts as Input a description of the language 
for which a compiler is to be built or expanded. The de­
scription la in the form of productions of an operator gram­
mar along with names of semantic routines associated with 
particular elements of a production. 
A metalanguage is a language which is used to describe 
(in any way) a language. The name METAGG is given to the 
metalanguage used here for describing the OG productions 
along with their semantic names. The basic approach employed 
by METAGG is similar to Backus Normal Form (BNP), 
Metalinguistic names are denoted by a letter followed 
by a sequence of seven letters or digits. Source elements of 
the language, such as key words, operators, and punctuation 
are represented by a non-null sequence of characters enclosed 
with apostrophes ('), There are other source elements which 
are recognized by the scanner which are not placed in apos­
trophes, such as identifiers and constants. These source 
elements use the symbol (#) as follows: 
1, Identifier - represented by #ID 
2, Constant - represented by #CGKST 
Figure 53 shows a description of the statements in Ten 
Statement FORTRAN described in METAGG. The productions are 
those of an operator grammar with nonterminal symbols as meta 
names and terminal symbols as character strings enclosed in 
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apostrophes ( • ) or as #ID or as #GONST, 
The list of names between the $'s represent the names 
of semantic routines. The semantic names correspond in se­
quence to the elements on the right part of the production. 
The first semantic name in the list corresponds to the first 
element on the right of a production, etc. At coitç)ile time 
these semantic routines will be executed at the time the 
corresponding element is used in the parse of a sentence in 
the language. The names corresponding to different elements 
are separated by commas. If no semantic function is to be 
performed for an element, the word NONE should be placed in 
the corresponding semantic list. 
The first input to XPAND is a list of names and symbols 
used as nonterminal names, terminal names and semantic names. 
The names are coded as follows: 
Code Name 
0 Nonterminal or meta name 
1 Terminal name or source element 
2 Semantic name 
An example of a list is obtained by combining the data of 
Figures 5l and 52. The -1 at the bottom of Figure $2 in the 
code column marks the end of the list. 
The numbers in the right column are the corresponding 
integer values used by the recognizer at conçile time. The 
number assigned to the source elements are those which the 
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0 ST 1 
0 10 2 
0 EXP 3 
0 TERM k 
0 PRI 5 
#ID 6 
#CONST 
1 
+ 9 
10 
* 11 
/ 12 
13 
( 
) 15 
1 16 
REAL 1% 
INTEGER 18 
READ 19 
IP 20 
@0 21 
TO 22 
CONTINUE 23 
PRINT % 
RETURN 
END 26 
eES. 2% 
.NE. 26 
29 
.LT. 30 
.OE. 31 
.GT, 32 
Figure 51* Terminal and nonterminal names 
10l|. 
2 NONE 1 
2 TÏPR 2 
2 TYPI 3 
2 TABLE k 
2 REED 5 
2 WRITE 6 
2 RBTERN 7 
2 STOP à 
2 BRAHCH 9 
2 LABEL 10 
2 STACK 11 
2 STORE 12 
2 TEST 13 
2 TEft % 
2 TNE IS 
2 TLB 16 
2 TLT 1% 
2 TGE là 
2 TOT 19 
2 BRANCHT 20 
2 ADD 21 
2 SUB 22 
2 NEa 23 
2 MOL 2k 
2 Di\r 2S 
2 CONST 26 
-1 0 
Figure ^ 2. Semant le naae« 
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scanner rauat return to the recognizer on detecting the source 
element. The numbers associated with the semantic name are 
used as a subscript to a PL/1 label vector. The names In the 
label vector are the names In Figure $2 and their subscripts 
are the numbers in the right hand column of Figure $2, This 
label vector must be put in the con^ iler by the compiler 
writer. 
The description of the language as shown in Figure 53 
follows the list of names as input to the XPÂND system. The 
XPAND system; using the procedures described in Chapter III, 
builds the six vectors used for controlling the recognizer. 
Expanding the Compiler 
Suppose the compiler for Ten Statement FORTRAN has been 
built and the compiler writer wishes to add the new instruc­
tion below. 
ST = »JUMP» »(» EXP I . CP.; EXP »)« #OONST «,« #CONST #COMST 
$NONE,NONE,NONE,COMPARE,NONB,NONE,BRANCHL,BRANCHE,BRANCHH$ 
The semantic meaning of this statement is compare the two 
expressions and Jun^  to one of the three labels at the end 
if the first s^ rossien Is low, squall or high respectively. 
This section describes the châiges that must be made in 
the previous compiler for adding the above statement. First, 
the additional input necessary for changing the control vectors 
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are deaoribed aa follows and added to the list in Figure ^ 1. 
1 JUMP 33 
1 .op. 34 
The following is added to the list in Figure $2, 
2 COMPARE 27 
2 BRilNCHL 28 
2 BRANCHE 29 
2 BRANCHE 30 
The statement in metalanguage form is added to the list in 
Figure 53« All the data in Figures 51» 52 and 53, along with 
the additions, are used aa input to XPAND to create a new set 
of control vectors for the recognizer. 
The scanner must now return 33 or 3k- to the recognizer 
on detecting JUMP and .OP., respectively. Therefore, the 
names JUMP and .CP. must be placed in the name table, along 
with their corresponding numbers, so when the scanner searches 
the name table, they will be found. 
The semantic names COMPARE, BRANCHL, BRANCHE;and BRANCHH, 
must be added to the end of the name list of the label vector 
used for semantic names. The compiler writer imist then write 
the four semantic routines and label them with COMPARE. 
BRANCHL, BRANCHE and BRANCHH, for the recognizer to branch to. 
Each semantic routine should end with a . 
GO TO BRANCHR(BRNR(JZ));. 
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Error detection and recovery can be handled in two ways. 
The first approach is to put pseudo productions into XPAND 
to indicate common error conditions and use the semantic 
routines associated with these productions as error recovery 
routines. The second approach is to use the contents at the 
top of the stack and the next incoming source element to tell 
what the error was. The compiles» writer can use the tran­
sition matrix of Chapter III to determine what the set of 
incoming source elements should be for the symbols that can 
appear on top of the stack. 
Stretching the Conditions 
In Chapter IV conditions were stated for an EOG to be 
unambiguous. This s*>ction discusses some approaches for 
solving the problem when these conditions are not met. The 
XPAND system indicates to the user When the conditions are 
not met. 
The first approach would be to rewrite the original 
productions causing the problem and rerun the productions 
through XPAND, 
The aecond apppoash is to provide a special routine to 
test the next incoming source element. Suppose, for example, 
that there are two productions as follows; 
7^ 3^2^ 8 
% 3^2^ 8 
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The problem la that the ayatera does not know which reduction 
to make when Z^ T^g la encountered In a aententlal form. Be-
cauae the recognizer branches to a semantic routine prior to 
a control routine, a semantic routine called PIXUPl is asso­
ciated with Tq in the original productions. PIXUPl would in 
actuality be a special control routine. Suppose that after 
looking at the LL matrix discussed in Chapter III, it is 
determined that only a T^  can appear to the right of a Yj 
and only a T^  can appear to the right of a in a sentential 
form, PIXUPl can then use the scanner to test the next source 
element and tell which reduction to make. PIXUPl should 
store and reset the pointer on the scanner. Once PIXUPl 
knows which reduction to make, it can perform the proper 
semantics and then with the correct information in INFO, 
branch to the proper control routine. 
A third and somewhat more elaborate approach, can be used 
When one or more of the incoming source elements are required 
to make the correct parsing decision. Again, a special 
routine called PIXUP2 would be used for making the parsing 
decision. PIXUp2 would contain two sets of control routines 
as uôsôriuôd In Pigurs 35. It would use STAGKl and TABLEl in 
one routine and STACK2 and TABLE2 in the second routine. 
STACK!, STACK2, TABLEl and TABLE2, plus their pointers, would 
be initialited with the present values in STACK and TABLE, 
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Each of the two productions in conflict uses its own 
control routine to perform a reduction. The two control 
routines are used to continue parsing the two different 
sentential forms in parallel, using the incoming source ele­
ments, until one routine detects an error. Semantic routines 
would not be called and the pointer on the scanner would be 
stored and reset on entering and leaving PIXUP2, 
The same PIXUP2 routine could be used to settle more 
than one conflict of two productions in the grammar. The 
contents of INFO, with the same subscript as the BRNS used 
for the semantic branch, would be used as a pointer to a list. 
The list would contain the information normally found in INFO 
and BRNR for all the sets of productions in conflict. Once 
the conflict was decided, PIXUP2 would branch back to the 
normal control routines. The grammar must be checked to be 
sure that a fizup condition does not arise while the program 
is in the PIXUP2 routine. 
Ill 
CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Through the use of the XPAND system the Expandable 
Compiler design does produce a co#ller that allows a lan­
guage to be easily changed or expanded. This is done with 
some restrictions on the language. The language must be 
expressable in an operator grammar. For the most efficient 
parsing the EOG generated from the original OG should meet 
the four conditions given in Chapter IV, 
The EC design leaves to the compiler writer the freedom 
to select the level of code optimization and to develop error 
recovery facilities as he desires. Since the EC design uses 
an efficient parsing technique and much of the compiler is 
hand coded, there is no reason to believe that a carefully 
hand coded version, (say in assembly language), using the EC 
design, would not compare favorably in compile time with 
other hand coded compilsps. 
Although the size of a compiler using the EC design 
would be smaller than a transition matrix compiler, it is 
likely to be larger than other hand coded ooB^ilers. An area 
for further research would be to develop methods for reducing 
the size of the control vectors. The control vectors are ob­
tained from a transition matrix which can be expressed as a 
state diagram. No efforts have been made to minimize the 
number of states in the state diagram. The problem is com­
plicated by the fact that elements that look the same in the 
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transition matrix may have different semantic routines asso­
ciated with them. 
In the recognizer the average number of searches to 
find the correct element in the list structure is a function 
of the integer values assigned to the terminal and non­
terminal names as shown in Figure 5l. The overall compile 
time could be improved if an algorithm were developed that 
would reduce the average search time of the list structure. 
The compiler writer can work on this by hand by rearranging 
the columns in the transition matrix associated with the 
control vector. He can then rerun XPAND with a new set of 
integer values associated with terminal and nonterminal 
names. 
An advantage of the EC design is the simplicity of the 
overall design. The coitç)iler can be easily broken down into 
parts which for a large compiler could be assigned to dif­
ferent people to write. 
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APPENDIX: TEN STATEMENT FORTRAN COMPILER 
The Appendix contains a Ten Statement FORTRAN compiler. 
The conquer accepts as input the ten statements listed below, 
REAL variable 
INTEGER variable 
READ, variable 
variable =expre s s ion 
IP {expression reop expression) GO TO stno 
GO TO stno 
stno CONTINUE 
PRINT, variable 
RETURN 
END 
The output of the compiler is IBM 360 assembly language 
instruetlens and some special macros. The special maaroa are 
READ, PRINT, and RESTORE, 
/* TEN STATEMENT FORTRAN COMPILER */ 
COMP; PROC OPT:IONS(MAIN) ; 
DCL C(72) CHAR(l) STATIC; 
DCL CARD CHAR(80) STATIC; 
DCL SNAME CHAR(8) STATIC; 
DCL BLANKS CHAR(8) STATIC INIT(' Mî 
DCL BLANK20 CHAR(201 STATIC INIT{* •); 
DCL ANAME CHAR(8) STATIC; 
DCL CNUM CHAR(20) STATIC; 
DCL (I,IRT,ICT,IFD,ILP,IL,IR,ITtIX,IS,lY,IP,K1,K2,LNG, 
OLDIL) FIXED BIN(15) STATIC; 
DCL SYMBOL CHAR(46I STATIC INIT( 
• ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZOl23456789.*+-/(=), 
DCL VEC(46) FIXED BIN(15» STATIC INITl 
1,(412,5,(21 I 2,(1013,4,6,7,7,(5»8»; 
DCL VECR(46) FIXED BIN(15l STATIC INIT((38 10,11,9,10,12,14,8, 
15,16); 
DCL NAME(300 I CHAR(8I STATIC INIT(' REAL',' INTEGER', 
• READ',' IF',' GO',' TO»,'CONTINUE', 
• PRINT',' RETURN',' END',' .EQ.',' .NE.', 
• .LE.',' .LT.",' .GE.',' .GT.'); 
DCL (TYPMOOOI) ,LI) F][XED BIN(15I STATIC; 
DCL NUMB (300) FIXED BINdSI STATIC I NI T( 17 , 18 , 19 , 20 , 21 , ?.2 , 23 , 
24,2 5,,26,27,28,29,30 ,31,32, (284*0) ; 
DCL STOPS FIXED BIN(15I STATIC INIT(33); 
DCL LABN CHAR(4) STATIC; 
DCL LABNE CHAR(8 I STATIC; 
DCL BINST CHAR(6) STATIC; 
DCL INTEGER(50) CHAR(2) STATIC INITl 
'1 ','2 ','3 ','4 ','5 ','6 ','7 ',*8 ','9 ','10', 
'11','12','13','14','15','16','17','18','19','20', 
•21','22't'23','24' ,'25','26','27','28' ,'29','30', 
'31»,'32*,'33','34','35','36','37','38','39','40', 
'41','42','43','44','45','46','47','48','49','50'); 
DCL BRANCHS(0:26) LABEL IN IT(NONE,NONE,TYPR,TYPI,TABEL,READ, 
WRITETRETERNRSTUPTBRANCH,LABEL,STACKID,STORE,TEST,TEQ,TNE, 
TLE,TLT,TGE,TGT,BRNCHT,ADD,SUB,NEG,MUL,DIV,CONST); 
DCL BRNCHR(7) LABEL IN IT ( RXTl, RXT2 , RXT3 , RXT'V, RXT5 , RXT6, RXT7 ) 
OCL CT(2) CHAR(2I STATIC INIT<'''F','''E'); 
DCL HC CHAR(l) STATIC INIT(***M; 
DCL (CNAME,NTEMP) CHAR(8) STATIC; 
DCL (FLAG,ITP,IKC,JZ,J,JS,JT,KIS,MAXT,S,T,TYPE) 
FIXED 8IN(15) STATIC; 
OCL (STACK(20).TABLE(20:) FIXED 8IN(15) STATIC; 
DCL STKIDOO) CHAR( 8) STATIC; 
DCL TABLECOOl CHAR (20) STATIC; 
DCL TEMPOO) BIT(l) STATIC; 
OCL (es,BR) FIXED BINUS) STATIC ; 
DCL STKTYPOOli FIXED BIN(15) STATIC; 
/* THE VECTORS TV,N,CHN,INFO,BRNS AND BRNR ARE CREATED BY XPAND */ 
/* BECAUSE OF THE LARGE NUMBER OF VALUES WITH WHICH THEY ARE TO */ 
/* BE INITIALIZED , THEY HAVE BEEN OMITTED TO SAVE SPACE */ 
/* THE VECTORS ARE DECLARED FIXED BINARYdS) */ 
ON ENDFILE(SYSINÎ GO TO ENDT; 
ILP=16; 
KIS=0 ; 
ITP=0; 
IKC=0; 
LI=0; 
LAST: DO 1=1 BY 1 TO 30; 
TEMP(I )=»0"B; 
END LABT; 
/* RECOGNIZER */ 
READX: GET EOIT(CARD) (COL(1),A(80)); 
PUT EDIT(CARD) (COL(I),A(80)); 
GET STRING(CARD) ED1T((C(I) DO 1=1 BY 1 TO 72)) 
(72 (A(l)» I ; 
ix=l; 1=1; ls=o; 
T=l; s=l; FLAG=l; 
STACK(1)=1; 
TABLE(1)=SCANR; 
CONTRL: JZ = STACK(S» + MOD(TABLE(T) ,N(STACK(S H I ; 
LOOPl: IF TV(JIZ)=TABLE(T) THEN GO TO BRANCHS ( BRNS ( J Z J ) ; 
JZ=CHN(JZI; 
IF JZ=0 THEN GO TO ERRORX; 
GO TO LOOPl; 
/**#** CONTROL ROUTINES FOR RECOGNIZER *****/ 
RXTl: S = S+1;; 
RXT2: STACK(1S) = INF0'[ JZ) ; 
T —T +1 ii 
IF FLAG=1 THEN TABLE(T»=SCANR; 
ELSE FLAG=1; 
GO TO CONTRLÎ 
RXT3; S = S-1; 
TABLE IT) =INFO(JZ ) ; -D 
GO TO CONTRL; 
RXT4: T=T+l; 
TABLE(T»=SCANR; 
RXT5: S=S-l; 
STACK(S)=INFO(JZI; 
GO TO CONTRL; 
RXT6: T=T-1; 
FLAG=0; 
RXT7: S=S-2; 
TABLE(T»=INFO(JZ); 
GO TO CONTRL; 
ERRORX: PUT EDIT(«$M (SKIP,COL(I),A); 
PUT EDITC ERROR IN LAST SOURCE ELEMENT BEFORE THE $•» 
(COL(l),A); 
GO TO READX; 
/***** SCANNER *****/ 
SCANR: 
SCAN; 
RTl : 
RT2: 
RT3: 
RT4: 
RT5: 
RT6: 
RT7: 
RT8: 
RT9: 
RTIO: 
RTll; 
RT12! 
OUTL: 
0UT2: 
0UT3: 
BINARY PROC 
DC 
ERROR 
(3 
RT5 
RT7 
0UT5 
ERROR, 
GO TO LABV(IX+ISIÎ 
1 = 1 + 1 %  
I 
lY 
IX=VEC(IY); 
GO TO LABVIIX+IS); 
K1=I; GO TO 
GO TO SCAN; 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
K1=I ; 
GO TO 
Kl = l ; 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
[
[F I>72 THEN RETURN(STOPS); 
t =INDEX(SYMBOL,C(I)); 
r  Y  — u p r f  T  V I  ?  
IS=9; SCAN 
IS=18 
IS=27 
IS=36 
IS = 45 
IS=54 
IS=63 
IS=72 
I S=81 
IS=90 
IS=99 
IS=108; 
K2=I-1 
SCAN; 
SCAN; 
SCAN; 
GO TO 
SCAN; 
GO TO 
SCAN; 
SCAN; 
SCAN; 
IP=IY; GO TO 
LNG=K2-K1+1; 
IT=7; 
SCAN; 
SCAN; 
M 
ro 
o 
SCAN; 
CNUM=BLANK20; ICT=2; 
• SUBSTR(CNUM»1,LNG)=$UBSTR(CARDtK1,LNG)ï 
RETURNdTI ; 
K2=I-l; LNG=K2-Kl+lî 
CNUM=BLANK2r -- -
SUBSTR(CNUM 
RETURN(IT); 
K2 = I-1; LNG = K2-K1 + 1 ;; 
CNUM-BLANK20; IT=7; ICT=1; 
SUBSTR(CNUM,1,LNG)=SUBSTR(CARD,K1,LNG); 
0; IT=7; IV,-C, 
STR(CARDtKlfLNG); 
.... CT=2;
»1,LNG)==SUBI 
RETURMCIT); 
0UT4: 0UT5: K2=I-L; LNG=K2-KI-H; 
IF LNG>8 THEN LNG=8; 
SNAME--BLANK8; 
ANAME=EiLANK8 ; 
SUBSTR(ANAME,l,LNG)=SUBSTR(CARD,Kl,LNG); 
SUBSTRCSNAME,9-LNG,LNG»=SUBSTR(CARD,K1,LNG)Î 
CALL KSEARCH; 
RETURN(IT); 
0UT6: IT=13;; RETURN(IT); 
0UT7: IT=LL; RETURN*IT); 
0UT8: IT=VECR(IP); RETURN!IT); 
ERROR: PUT SKIP; 
PUT EOIT(«$«L (COL(I)TA); 
GO TO SCAN; 
END SCANR; 
ISEARCH: PROC; 
DCL I FIXED BIN(15) STATIC; 
LABI: 00 1=1 BY 1 TO ILP; 
IF NAME(Ï)=SNAME THEN DC; IT=NUMB(I); 
IFD=L; TYPE=TYPM(I) 
RETURN; END; 
END LABI; 
ILP=ILP + L; NAME( ILP)==SNAME; NUMB(I)=6; 
TYPM(I)=2; IT=6; IFD==0; 
RETURN ; 
END ISEARCH; 
/***** SEMANTIC ROUTINES *****/ 
NONE: GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ)); 
TYPR: TYPE-1; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ)); 
TYPI: TYPE==2; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ)); 
TABEL: ILP=[LP+1; 
NAME(ILP>=SNAMEî 
NUMB(ILP)=6; 
TYPM(ILP)=TYPE; 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR(JZ) )i ; 
READ: PUT EDITCREAO ( • , SMAME , • , • • T YPE , • ) ' ) 
(C0L(10I,A,A(W),A,F(1),A); 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR( JZ) I l  ;  
WRITE: PUT EOIT('PRINT (»,SNAME,•,•tTYPEt'Î•) 
(COL(10 I,A,A(8I,A,F(1J,A); 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR( JZI !) ; 
RETERN: PUT EDIT('RESTORE*I (C0L(10I,A); 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZI I ; 
STUP: DO J = l. BY 1 TO IKC; 
CNAME=!"C0NT' I I  INTEGER ! J I ; 
PUT EC)IT(CNAME, 'DC ,TABLEC(J) ) 
(COL(15,A(8l,X(il,A,X(4),A(20;i; 
END STUP; 
STOPl; DO J = ll BY 1 TO MAXT; 
CNAME-'TEMP'I |INTEGERCJ I ; 
PUT EDIT(CNAME,'DS','F') 
(COL(U,A(8;,X(1),A,X(4),A); 
END STOPl; 
GO TO ENDT; 
ro t\j 
TEST: IF STKTYP ( KIS-1 )-.= STKTYP ( KIS ) THEN GO TO ERRORT; 
TYPE=STKTYP(KIS); 
IF TYPE=2 THEN GO TO TESTl; 
PUT EDITCL 4,',STKID(KIS-l), 
•L 5,',STKIO(KIS),'CR 4,5') 
(COL(IO),A,A(8),C0L(10),A,A(8),COL(10),A); 
KIS=KIS-2; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZJ); 
TESTl: PUT EDITCLE 4, • , STK IDC KIS-1 ) , 
•LE 2,',STKID(KIS),'CDR 4,2') 
(COL(10),A,ACS),C0L(10),A,A(8),COL(10),A); 
KIS=KIS-2; 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR(JZ II ) ; 
TEQ: BINST = 'BE »,* 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR(JZN 
TNE: BINST=«BNE •; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ)) 
TLE: BINST=«BNH •; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ)) 
TLT: BINST='BL '; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BPNR{JZI) 
TGE: BINST='BNL 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR(JZ 111 
TGT: BINST='BH •; 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR( J 2.1) )  
LABEL: LABN=SUBSTR(CNUM,L,4L; 
CALL SERLAB; 
PUT E;DIT(LABNE, • EQU' » 
GO TO BRNCHRIIBRNP(JZ) » 
BRANCH: BINST='B •; 
BRNCHT: LABN==SUBSTR(CNUMt 1, 4 )  ; 
CALL SERLAB; 
PUT EDIT(BINST»LABNIE) 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ)); 
SERLAB: PROC;i 
DCL :[ FIXED BIN<15J STATIC; 
OCL LABNM(50I CHAR(8) STATIC; 
DCL IlNAME(50) CHAR ( 4 I 
LABI: DO 1=1 BY 1 TO LI; 
IF LABN=LNAME(U THEN 
<COL(I),A(8),X(2),AI 
(COL(10),A(6I,X(2),A(8II 
M 
ro 
w 
STATIC; 
DO; LABNE=LABNM(I); 
RETURN; END; 
END LABI; 
LI=LI+1; 
LNAME(LI)=LABN; 
LABNE='LAB'I IINTEGEFKLI) 
LABNM(I I=LABNE; 
RETURN ; 
END SERLAB; 
STACKID: KIS=KIS+L; 
STKID(KIS)=ANAME; 
STKTYP(KIS)=2; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZ));  
STORE: IF STKTYP(KIS-1)^=STKTYP(KISI THEN GO TO ERRORT; 
IF TEMP(KIS) THEN DO; ITP=ITP-1; 
TEMP(KiS)='0«B; END; 
PUT EDITCMVC • t STKI0(KIS-1 I , • , • tSTKID{ KIS> » 
(COL (10) ,A,A(:8) ,A,A(8) ) ; 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR( JZ I') ; 
ADD: 
ADD I: 
RETl: 
ADD2: 
RET2: 
IF STKTYP(KIS-1)-=STKTYP(KÎS) THEN GO TO ERRORT; 
TYPE=STKTYP(KISI; 
IF TEMP(KIS) THEN DO; ITP=ITP-1; TEMP(KIS I = •0 »B; END; 
IF TEMP(KIS-l) THEN GO TO ADDl; 
ITP=ITP+l; MAXT=ITP;; 
T=MP(KIS-1)="1«B; 
NTEMP='TEMP' I I I NTEGIrR ( I TP I ; 
IF TYPE=2 THEN GO TO ADD2; 
PUT EDIT('L 4,',STKID(KIS-1I,'A 4,',STKID(KIS), 
'ST INTEMP) 
(COL(101,A,A(8I,COL(10),A,A(8),COL(10),A,A(8)); 
KIS=KIS-l; 
STKI0(KIS»=NTEMP; STKTYP(KIS)=1; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZI IÏ 
PUT EDITI'LE 4,',STKID(KIS-1),'AE 4,",STKID(KIS), 
•STE 4,',NTEMP) 
(COL(10»,A,A(8I,C0L(40»,A,A(8),COL(70)fA,A(8f); 
KIS=KIS-l; 
STKIO(KISI=NTEMPï 
STKTYP(KISI=2î 
GO TO BRNCHR (BRNR( J 3:n ; 
M 
SUB: IF STKTYP(KIS~1I-'=STKTYP(KISI THEN GO TO ERRORT: 
TYPE=STKTYP(KIS); 
IF TEMP(KISI THEN DO; ITP=ITP-1; TEMP(KI S) = '0•B; END; 
IF TEMP(KIS-l) THEN GO TO SUBI; 
ITP=ITP+l; MAXT=ITP; 
TEMP(KIS-1»=*1*B; 
NTEMP~'TEMP«I|INTEGER*ITP); 
IF TYPE=2 THEN GO TO SUB2; 
PUT EDITCL A, • »STKI0(KIS-1), «S 4» • , STK ID ( KI S ) 
•ST 4,',NTEMP) 
(COL(10) ,A,A(8)tCOL(lO),A,A(8),COL(10)tA,A(8)) 
GO TO RETl; 
PUT ElOITCLE 4,',STKID(KIS-1),'SE 4,',STKID(KIS) 
•ST 4,',NTEMP) 
(COL(10 I,A,A(8),C0L(10),A,A(8),C0L(10),A,A(8)) 
GO TO RET2; 
IF STKTYP(KI5-1 )->=STK.TYP( KIS ) THEN GO TO ERRORT; 
TYPE=STKTYP(KIS); 
IF TEMP(KIS) THEN DOil ITP=ITP-1; TEMP ( KI S ) = • 0 • B ; END; 
IF TEMP(KIS-l) THEN GO TO MULI; 
ITP=ÏTP+1; MAXT=ITP; 
TEMP(KIS-1)='1'B; 
NTEMP=«TEMP* I IINTEGER(ITP); 
IF TYPE=2 THEN GO TO MUL2; 
PUT EDIT(*L 4,• ,STKID(KIS-1),•M 4,•,STKID(KI S ) 
•ST 5,'vNTEMP) 
(COL(10),A,A(8),C0L(10),A,A(8),COL(10),A,A(8)) 
GO TO RETl; 
PUT E!DIT(*LE 4» • ., STKID( KIS-1 ) , • ME 4 , • , STK ID ( K IS ) 
•STE 5,',NTEMP) 
(COL(10),A,A(8),COL(10),A,A(8),COL(10),A,A(8II 
GO TO RET2; 
IF STKTYP(KIS-1)-.= STKTYP(KIS) THEN GO TO ERRORT; 
TYPE=STKTYP(KIS); 
IF TIEMP(KIS) THEN DO; ITP=ITP-1; TEMP ( K I S ) = ' 0 • B ; END; 
IF TEMP(KIS-l) THEN GO TO DIVl; 
ITP=ITP+l; MAXT=ITP; 
TEMP(KIS-1)='1'B; 
NTEMP='TEMP' I I INTEGER*ITP); 
DIV2 : 
NEC: 
NEGl: 
NEG2: 
ERRORT: 
CONST; 
ENDT: 
IF TYPE=2 THEN GO TO DIV2; 
PUT EDIT('L 4,•,STKID(KIS-1),'M 4,',STKID(KIS), 
•SE 5,*,NTEMP) 
(COL(10)tA,A(8I ,COL(10) ,A,A(8),COL(10),A,A(8)); 
GO TO RETl; 
PUT EDIT('LE 4,',$TKID(KIS-1),'DE 4,•,3TKID(KIS), 
•STE 4,',NTEMP) 
(COL(10),A,A(8),C0L(lb),A,A(8),COL(10),A,A(8))î 
GO TO RET2; 
TYPE=STKTYP(KIS ) ; 
IF TEMP(KIS) THEN GO TO NEGl; 
ITP=ITP+1; MAXT=ITP; 
TEMP(KISI=*1*B; 
NTEMP='TEMP'| |INTEGER(ITP) ; 
IF TYPE=2 THEN GO TO NEG2; 
PUT EDITCL 5,',STKID(KIS-1),'LCR 4,5', 
»S 4,',NTEMP) M 
(COL (10) ,A,Af,8),COL(lO),A,C0L(10),A,A(8) I ; 
GO TO RETl; 
PUT EDITCLE 4, • , STKID ( KIS-1 ) , • LC ER 6,4', 
'SE 6,',NTEMP) 
(COL (10) ,A,A((8) ,C0L(10),A,C0L(10),A,A(8)); 
GO TO RET2; 
PUT E.DIT(STK3!D(KS),STKID(KIS-1),' DO NOT AGREE IN TYPE') 
(COL (ll),A(8 1i,X(4),A(8),X(4),A); 
GO TO READX; 
IKC=I:KC+1; 
TABLt:C( IKC) =CT( ICT) I | SUBSTR (CNUM, 1 ,LNG ) | |HC; 
KIS=KIS+1; 
STKIO(KIS) = 'C0N7'I I INTEGER(IKC); 
STKTYP(KIS)=ICT; 
GO TO BRNCHR(BRNR(JZI); 
END COMP; 
